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Fragments of First and Second Order Arithmetic and Length of Proofs

by

Aleksandar Ignjatovic

Abstract

The main objective of this thesis is to give an analysis of certain forms of the view

in the Philosophy of Mathematics usually called Mathematical Instrumentalism. For this

purpose we obtain the following technical results relevant for our philosophical arguments.

(1) The proofs of variable free equations involving primitive recursive functions

in ]}:::1 are much shorter than the proofs of the same equations in the Primitive Recursive

Arithmetic. More precisely, we show that ]}:::1 has a non-elementary speed-up over the

Primitive Recursive Arithmetic.

(2) RCAo has no significant speed-up over ]}:::1.

These results are relevant to how useful some mathematical instruments are, and

we use them to show that certain forms of the instrumentalist view are not tenable.

The second part of the thesis deals with the main concern of an instrumentalist,

the consistency proof. We show that a proposal for proving the consistency of theories

put forward by M. Detlefsen is not viable as originally formulated, but that a variant of it

leads to a partial program, not justifiable on purely finitistic grounds. We also discuss a

suggestion of Godel to replace the consistency proofs by "practical reductions". We show

that while his original proposal is related to some open questions in Complexity Theory,

a philosophically more acceptable form of it has a very limited potential. The relevant

technical results for the second part of the thesis are the following ones.

(3) If T is a theory extending PRA, then PRA I- Con(T) +-+ Con(PRA) iff there

exists a primitive recursive function f such that P RA I- VxPr fpRA(f(x), r oPr fT(b 1-)1).

(4) PRA I- Vx(3y < hyperexp(x»PrfpRA(Y' rConwKL(~)l).

(5) For all natural numbers n the following incompleteness results holds:

Pr !PRA(Y, rconI~l ('£)1).
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This thesis is an essay on the view in the Philosophy of Mathematics which is

usually called Mathematical Instrumentalism. The main goal of this thesis is to show

how the tools of Mathematical Logic, and in particular the tools used in some areas of the

Complexity Theory, can be fruitfully used to give an informative analysis of some particular

forms of Mathematical Instrumentalism. I believe that the technical results obtained in this

thesis can be interpreted in a philosophically informative way. Thus, besides pointing to a

general strategy for an informative analysis of such views which goes beyond what can be

obtained by pure philosophical arguments, I hope that this thesis will shed more light on

some very particular problems.

Before elaborating, I want to explain why I am interested in Mathematical Instru-

mentalism. When I came to Berkeley to study Mathematical Logic and the Philosophy of

Mathematics I was a militant Platonist. But I soon discovered that embracing this view had

some embarrassing consequences. Postulating the existence of non-spatial and extemporal

objects leaves a Platonist with the problem of explaining how our mathematical intuition

is connected with the truth of mathematical propositions on the Platonic universe. Also,

this view could be either supported or challenged with purely philosophical arguments,

and did not seem to be amenable to a rigorous analysis using our most powerful tool -

Mathematics!. On the other hand, even though its original form was seriously shaken by

G6del's Second Incompleteness Theorem, Hilbert's instrumentalism impressed me with sev-

eral of its features. First of all it does not make any dubious ontological assumptions; it has

a very appealing clarity, and finally, it is amenable to a rigorous mathematical investigation.

This motivated me to try to make a more elaborate analysis of a particular instrumentalist

view with finitist mathematics (in the form of P RA) as the fully meaningful part of math-

ematics and some subsystems of Analysis (provided by the Reverse Mathematics Program)

as various instruments. This Thesis is the outcome of this project. Again, the purpose of

lSome Platonists would sharply disagree claiming that the whole mathematical practice gives a support
for Platonist's view -an argument that never seemed very persuasive to me.
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it is not to vindicate or discredit anyone's particular view, but to provide a strategy for

analyzing the instrumentalist view in an informative way.

***

I want to thank my advisor Professor Jack Silver for his support and the many

interesting discussions which I had with him during my five years at Berkeley; they ranged

from Logic and Philosophy to Molecular Biology and Politics. His scepticism about logic
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of time and good will teaching me Philosophy, and encouraging me, especially in difficult
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fessor William Craig provided many stimulating ideas and very helpful criticism during

the project. He also provided me with many references that still keep me busy reading. I

also took great pleasure and benefited from talking with Professors Leo Harrington, Leon

Henkin and Robert Solovay. On several occasions I spent time in San Diego, and there I

had the opportunity to talk to Professor Samuel Buss. Not only did he teach me Proof

Theory on the blackboard, but his constant interest in my work and willingness to discuss

it made the the whole project possible. In preparing to see him I would make real progress

in my project, and he never hesitated to encourage me to go further. He also called my

attention to Pudlak's work, and this was crucial for my further interest in the subject.
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like to thank all other Professors and students at UC Berkeley with whom I shared the joy
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In this introduction I roughly describe what I call an instrumentalist view of math-

ematics and sketch how Hilbert's Program fits this description. Then I choose a very par-

ticular view, clearly motivated by Hilbert's Program, and analyze it in detail in the rest of

this thesis. The summary of this analysis is given in this introduction.

1.1 The Instrumentalist View and Hilbert's Program

Roughly speaking, an instrumentalist takes only a limited part of mathematics M

and claims that this is the only part of mathematics that has clear, real meaning to us 1.

Then he adjoins another part I of mathematics, I:) M, for which he claims that it has no

real meaning. This implies that he cannot apply real, material deduction to the propositions

from Ii consequently he must formalize the part of mathematics I into a formal calculus I

and replace material deduction in I by a formal proof in I. Since M c I, there is a subset

M of I which consists of all sentences that correspond to the fully meaningful mathematical

statements from M. An instrumentalist now claims that he uses formalization I of I only

as a technical device for facilitating proofs of sentences from M. Consequently, for as long

as he can show that I is a sound instrument in proving sentences from M, he does not

have to argue about the meaning of the part of mathematics formalized by I or about the

lSometimes a weaker claim is made about M; for example one can claim that M is special because we
have a clear intuitive representation of the objects that M seems "to talk about" (e.g. finite sequences of
signs) or just that M is "a minimal kind of reasoning presupposed by all nontrivial mathematical reasoning
about numbers" (see Tait [36]). We will consider here primarily the most radical instrumentalist view
formulated above.
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existence of objects that I seems to "talk about", Thus we have the following picture.

I

sentences corresponding

to all statements

from I

I

"ideal" mathematical

statements having

no clear meaning to us I is a formal

instrument

for facilitating

proofs from M
formalization

The most important example of such a view is the instrumentalism that was put

forward in Hilbert's Program, initiated by him in his paper "On the Foundation of Logic

and Arithmetic" [13]. He formulated it more precisely in his paper "On the Infinite" [14],

and then further elaborated on it in "On the Foundations of Mathematics" [15].

For Hilbert the object of consideration of number theory are the numerals I, II,

III, ...which are signs that "have no meaning at all in themselves" (see [15], p.377) 2. Gen-

uinely meaningful statements about numbers (which he calls "finitary meaningful state-

ments") are of two kinds. Statements of the form II + III = 11111 or 1111> II express

that if we concatenate symbol I I to symbol I I I we get symbol I I I I I, and that symbol I I is

an initial segment of symbol 1111. Such statements which contain only numerals and sym-

bols for primitive recursive "manipulations" of these numerals are not only fully meaningful

to us, but they can be meaningfully negated and logical operations can be freely applied to

them. Moreover, they can be ether proved or refuted by material deduction and the process

of their verification is epistemologically basic and immediately evident to those who apply

it. The other kind of statements which Hilbert claimed to be finitistically meaningful are

more problematic; they involve numerals, symbols for primitive recursive manipulations of

numerals and schematic letters. Schematic letters are not variables but rather they stand

2Here we talk about late work of Hilbert; in his earlier writings he claimed that these signs represented
"taught objects" (see [13], p.131). There is no doubt that this clarification of his view was partly a result of

th.. ""1 ;,, "",.,..,sn"nrl.,nre he harl with Freee.
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for arbitrary numerals. Thus, for example3, a + I > a means that whenever a is replaced

by a concrete numeral, the numeral on the right-hand side of the symbol> is an initial

segment of the numeral on the left-hand side of >. Statements involving schematic letters

are only hypothetical judgements which assert something only when schematic letters are

substituted by concrete numerals, and are not in general capable of finitary meaningful

negation. Existential statements are not in general finitistically meaningful unless the ex-

istential quantifier can be bounded by a concrete numeral and consequently replaced by a

finite disjunction -see [14] p. 377-8 and [15], p. 470. Yet, some of the statements which

involve schematic letters can also be proved through material deduction. Since not all fini-

tistically meaningful statements are capable of finitary meaningful negation and since we

cannot always apply meaningfully the 3-introduction rule, the domain of real statements is

neither closed under the application of logical operations, nor under the rules of inference

of classical logic. In order to avoid being forced to abandon the simple laws of Aristotelian

logic which are so inherent to our thinking (and consequently a necessary feature of any

successful mathematical theory) we adjoin the ideal propositions to the finitary ones 4. To

achieve this we use the "pre-established harmony" as Hilbert says; the logical calculus had

already been developed, even though for a different purpose.

To be sure it [logical calculus] was originally created in an entirely different
context, and, accordingly, its signs were initially introduced for purposes of
communication only; but we will be consistent in our course if we now divest
the logical signs, too, of all meaning, just as we did the mathematical ones,
and declare that the formulas of the logical calculus do not mean anything in
themselves either, but are ideal propositions. In the logical calculus we possess
a sign language that is capable of representing mathematical propositions in
formulas and of expressing logical inference through formal processes. In a way
that exactly corresponds to the the transition from contentual number theory to
formal algebra we regard the signs and operation symbols of the logical calculus
as detached from their contentual meaning. In this way we now finally obtain, in
place of the contentual mathematical science that is communicated by means of
ordinary language, an inventory of formulas that are formed from mathematical
and logical signs and follow each other according to definite rules ([14], p. 381).

Thus, to summarize, in place of statements about numbers we have formulas which

are themselves the object of study, and in place of number theoretical material deduction we
-

3Hilbert used Gothic letters for schematic letters.
4Hilbert compares this situation with the introduction of the imaginary unit in algebrl

intersection point of parallel lines in geometry which were introduced tn n,.p~p"v~ "tha Ift~.- -~
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have formal derivation according to some determinate rules. Only some formulas correspond

to the meaningful statements about numerals, while formulas that correspond to the ideal

mathematical propositions signify nothing in themselves and are the ideal structures of our

theory.
Did Hilbert really think that the ideal formulas were totally meaningless? In his

paper "The foundations of mathematics" [15], he hints otherwise:

This formula game [proof theory of a formal system] enables us to express
the entire thought-content of the science of mathematics in a uniform manner
and develop it in a such a way that, at the same time, the interconnections
between the individual propositions and facts become clear. To make it a universal
requirement that each individual formula then be interpretable by itself is by no
means reasonable; on the contrary, a theory by its very nature is such that we do
not need to fall back upon intuition or meaning in the midst of some argument.
What the physicist demands precisely of a theory is that particular propositions
be derived from laws of nature or hypotheses solely by inferences, hence on the
basis of a pure formula game, without extraneous considerations being adduced.
Only certain combinations and consequences of the physical laws can be checked
by experiment -just as in my proof theory only the real propositions are directly
capable of verification ([15], p. 475, my emphasis).

Thus, for Hilbert, even though ideal sentences have no meaning realizable in intu-

ition in themselves when taken in isolation, they do have a meaning as a system as a whole.

Hilbert never claimed that the ideal sentences had literal meaning and that logical opera-

tions and inferences could be materially applied to them, but he did attach importance to

"the formula game" that goes far beyond the importance of a totally meaningless calculus

and beyond the importance of a device for a mere facilitation of proofs of sentences that

correspond to the finitistically meaningful statements about numbers.

The main condition he attached to the use of ideal elements is the consistency

proojfor the system in question

But in our joy that we have, in general, been so successful and that, in
particular, we found ready-made that indispensable tool, the logical calculus,
we must nevertheless not forget the essential prerequisite of our procedure. For
there is a condition, a single but absolutely necessary one, to which the use of
the method of ideal elements is subject, and that is the proof of consistency;
for, extension by the addition of ideals is legitimate only if no contradiction is
thereby brought about in the old, narrower domain, that is, if the relations that
result for the old objects whenever the ideal objects are eliminated are valid in
+1,0 ,..1;1 ;I, ,",:~ fr1 III ~ ')0')\
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He called for a consistency proof of arithmetic (which must be absolute and not

r~ductive like the one he gave for geometry) and other important theories of mathematics

which would be finitary and thus provide a safe ground for a belief in a paradox-free future

of mathematics. He (unlike Frege) clearly understood that the consistency of a formal sys-

tem is a purely combinatorial question about the (un)derivability of a particular formula

using definite rules of the formal calculus in question from some particular formulas cho-

sen as axioms of the system. Thus, he realized that the consistency problem is perfectly

amenable to mathematical treatment, but he mistakenly believed that such a combinatorial

question must be solvable using restricted finitary means. He also thought that beyond the

consistency proof of a formal system no proof of the existence of objects that the formal

system seems to "talk about" was needed or possible5.

Hilbert attached only one further condition that a theory had to satisfy:

The final test of every new theory is its success in answering pree.xistent
questions that the theory was not specifically created to answer ([14], p. 384).

This (in another sense) instrumentalist attitude is present among Platonists as well; Godel

in his "What is Cantor's continuum problem" claims that the introduction of new axioms

of set theory can be justified by their success in resolving old problems in a satisfactory

way.

The problem of supporting the consistency of a formal theory taken as an ideal

instrument for facilitating derivations, either by a proof or by other far less persuasive

means, as well as the question of how successful the theory is, are the two main issues and

guidelines in our analysis of the particular instrumentalist view we will investigate.

1.2 The instrumentalist view we want to investigate

We now want to specify what the fully meaningful part of mathematics is for the

view we want to investigate, as well as various instrumental theories which we will adjoin to

the fully meaningful part. We want our view to be as close as possible to Hilbert's original

view, but there are two main obstacles in this regard. First of all, Hilbert never specified

what exactly the finitistic, fully meaningful part of mathematics was, mostly because he

seemed to believe that if a finitistic consistency proof of, say, analysis was achieved, everyone

6This view was one of the main points of con
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would recognize the means used in the proof as clearly finitistically valid. Second, his project.is 

too ambitious for us: Hilbert incorporated the full induction for the natural numbers into

his formal system (see [14], p. 382), claiming that a finitary consistency proof for this

system was possible. It is reasonable to expect that in such a strong system we can prove

sentences corresponding to the finitisticaJIy meaningful statements that are not provable by

purely finitistic means.

As far as the first problem is concerned, there is still a great deal of controversy

over the question of what constitutes a valid finitistic proof. Tait has given, in his paper

"Finitism", an interesting analysis of finitistic mathematics which seems to indicate the

following.

1

A function is defined in a finitistically acceptable manner just in case it is given by

an explicit definition by primitive recursion.

2. Finitistically meaningful sentences about numbers are n 1 sentences of the Primitive

Recursive Arithmetic (P RA).

Finitistically valid means of proof are exactly those formalized by P RA 6,

Thus, according to Tait, finitistic truths correspond just to the il I-theorems of P RA. Even

though his arguments are quite persuasive, some doubt still remains, as it is always the case

with the arguments concerning whether a formalization adequately captures an informal

notion or not. In any case, at this moment, Tait's Thesis seems to be the most acceptable

working assumption for making a strict delimitation of finitism, and this is the main reason

we accept it.

Regarding the second problem, we will consider a more radical form of instru-

mentalism that sees the formal system only as an instrument for facilitating proofs of the

sentences that correspond to the finitistically meaningful statements, and does not attach

any other meaning to the instrument7. Thus, it seems reasonable to require that our instru-

mental theories are conservative extensions of the the base theory formalizing contentual

derivation (in our case P RA) for all sentences corresponding to the meaningful mathe-

matical statements (in our case ill sentences of P RA). After all, one can argue that an

6In the further text we call this assumptions Tait's Thesis.
7This is not in the spirit of Hilbert's original view, and in fact we will indicate that it does not seem to

be a very tenable one. Nevertheless, it is prima facie a plausible view worth investigating (our technical
results will be relevant to other forms of instrumentalism as well). We take it again as a convenient working

"" ,." .,.,
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instrument should not provide us with new truths but only facilitate the proofs obtained by

formalizing contentual derivations. This is again merely a useful working assumption with

reasonable philosophical justification; it is obviously open to objections.

Thus, our working "prototype" of a pair of theories such that one of them for-

malizes the meaningful part of mathematics and the other is an instrument for facilitating

proofs which are formalizations of contentual derivations has the following form:

We can ask two kind of questions about the relationship of the theories M and I

motivated by Hilbert's consistency and "successfulness" concerns:

1. Since by GOdel's Second Incompleteness theorem we cannot prove the consistency of

I using only tools available in M, can we find some other (obviously much weaker)

support in the belief in the consistency of I on the basis of M?

2. 

Is the instrument I useful at all? In particular:

.Are the I proofs of the sentences from M of much shorter length than their M

proofs?

.Are the I proofs of sentences from M conceptually much clearer than their M

proofs?

If we want our considerations to have any philosophical importance and not to be

based on artificial examples of no real interest, we must choose our instruments I such that

they formalize important theories of mathematical practice. Fortunately, such theories have

been developed and studied in a great deal of detail in the course of the Program of Reverse

Mathematics, most notably by Friedman who initiated the program, and by Simpson and

his students who did the bulk of the work.
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1.3

Building ill conservative extensions of P RA of mathematical importance can be

done in two directions. We can add stronger arithmetical principles (which seems to amount

to adding more induction -see Isaacson's [20] for an argument in support of this), or we

can first expand the language with variables for new type of objects (like sets, for example)

and then add new mathematical principles for these objects.

To the extent that we add only new arithmetical principles in the form of stronger

induction, we are extremely limited by our conservativeness requirement: all we can add is

}:::l induction (induction schema restricted to }:::l formulas) which is indeed a ill conserva-

tive extension of P RAj }:::2 induction proves the consistency of P RA and thus it is not a

conservative extension of it (see [28]).

On the other hand, the second direction leaves us much more space, for several

theories that formalize significant portions of mathematical practice are ill conservative

extensions of P RA. The weake~t one is called the Recursive Comprehension (RCAo) and

it brings the ability to define second order objects (i. e. sets of numbers) if they are simply

definable (in a ~r way) as well as the power of induction for }:::r formulas with free second

order variables as parameters. The Weak Konig's Lemma (W K L 0) adds to this the power

of the compactness principle which is one of the most fundamental mathematical tools 8.

While in RC Ao we can mainly define basic notions of analysis in a correct way, in W I( L 0

we prove all theorems needed for, say, classical mechanics. Good examples are:

.any real function continuous on a closed bounded interval is uniformly continuous,

Rieman integrable and attains a maximum value on that interval;

.Heine-Borel covering theorem;

.the local existence theorem for solutions of ordinary differential equations (for more

examples see [30]).

Further strengthenings of such theories have been obtained, for example, by adding to

W K Lo a formalization of Baire's Category Theorem (W]( Lt of Simpson and Brown, see

[1] and [30]). Thus, we have the following picture.

PRA C I~l C RCAo c WKLo C WI(Lt c..,
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Here P RA is the only part of mathematics of "real interest" to us (of course only

in our discussion of mathematical instrumentalism); I~l is the only purely arithmetical

instrument, while the other theories formalize the set theoretical principles.

One could expect that theories formalizing powerful mathematical tools such as

compactness (W K Lo) would greatly speed-up proofs of various universal propositions about

numbers. On the other hand, even though the consistency of such theories is not provable

finitistically, their importance and "relative modesty" should motivate us to look for alter-

native ways of supporting their consistency by appealing to some forms of finitistic evidence.

In this thesis we deal both with the successfulness and with the consistency problems associ-

ated with a particular instrumentalist view. In this view the meaningful part of mathematics

is represented by ill theorems of P RA and in which instruments are the theories mentioned

above. In the next section, motivated by GOdel's "successfulness" test that each theory has

to pass, we deal with the question of how useful some particular instrumental theories are.

1.4

Usefulness of a mathematical instrument

Unless otherwise specified we will work in the standard first order Hilbert type

proof system (see [3]). Let P be a proof in a first order theory. We will denote by Ipi the

total length of the proof p, counting also the length of the formulas of the proof (i.e. the

total number of symbols in Pi see [23] for the details). We will assume that all formulas

and proofs are written in a two letter alphabet, say {O, 1}, just to simplify length estimates.

Obviously lengths of formulas and proofs in any other finite alphabet differ insignificantly

from the point of view that we will adopt (see below); namely they differ linearly, and so

our assumption is unproblematic.

We denote by 2~ the stack of m two's ending with n as the last exponent:

2"

2~ = 22"' '
m

More formally, 28 = n, 2~+1 = 22~. A function has Kalmar elementary growth rate if there

eJOsts a natural number m such that f( x) is majorized by 2~. We say that a function f

has a roughly hyperexponential growth rate if its growth rate is not Kalmar elementary but

for some polynomial P( x) with natural coefficients, f( x) it is dominated by P(2;) (i.e. the

function obtained by replacing the variable x in P( x) by 2~j the function 2; is called the
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hyperexponential function and is the first function in the Wainer hierarchy which dominates

all the elementary functions). A function has a polynomial growth rate if it is dominated

by a polynomial with natural coefficients.

In the next two definitions let Sand T be two theories such that S C T, and let

cI» be a subset of the set of theorems of S.

Definition 1.1 We say that theory T has a roughly hyperexponential speed-up over

the theory S with respect to the set cI> if

1. 

there exists a sequence {ipi}iEIAJ of formulas from cI- such that if 11% and p'!: are the

shortest proofs of ipn in Sand T respectively, then for no elementary function f is it

true that for all n, 111%1 < fClp'!:l) holds;

2. 

there is a function f with a roughly hyperexponential growth rate such that for any

formula Ip E clI, if p~ and p~ are the shortest proofs of Ip in Sand T respectively, then

I~I < f(lp~I).

Definition 1.2 We say that theory T has at most a polynomial speed-up over the theory

S if there exists a polynomial P( x) with natural coefficients such that for any theorem <p

of both S and T, if~ and p~ are the shortest proofs of <p in Sand T respectively, then

I~I < P(lp~I).

We can now formulate the majn questions we associated with the instrumentalist

point of view (see page 7) more precisely and specifically for the instrumental theories we

want to consider.

Question 1 AreIElI RCAoI WI(Lo and similar III conservativeextensionsofPRA use-

ful and efficient instruments at all? More precisely:

1. Are the !}:::l proofs oflll theorems ofPRA much shorter than the PRA proofs with

the same conclusions? (Here we take P RA as a first order theory rather than as an

equational theory to eliminate the advantage that !}:::l could have purely from its first

order logic with the cut-rule; see also footnote 9). Are RC Ao (W!( Lo) proofs shorter

than !}:::l (RC Ao respectively) proofs with the same conclusions?

2. 

Are the proofs that use the set theoretical concepts and principles (RC Ao, W]( Lo and

W]( Lt in our case) conceptually clearer and easier to understand than the (basically
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We will show that I~l indeed has a huge, in fact what we call a roughly hyperex-

ponential speed-up over P RA. We will also show that RC Ao has an insignificant, at most

polynomial speed-up over I~l (quadratic or linear depending on the particular proof sys-

tem). We also conjecture that WKLo (as well as WKLt) can also have only a polynomial

speed-up over RCAo, proposing a strategy to prove this conjecture9.

Note that in the above considerations the speed-up is measured only in terms of

lengths of proofs; an instrumental theory can have a conceptual advantage over the base

theory (i.e. proofs which use concepts and principles that make the proof easier to grasp),

regardless of whether there is a significant speed-up in terms of length of formal proofs or

not. We will address this question later.

We now have to make a decision about which speed-up we consider significant and

which we do not. One could argue that we should find (a finite number of) mathematically

important ill theorems about numbers and compare the lengths of their P RA proofs with,

for example, the lengths of their W K Lo proofs. But if we want to draw conclusions of

any philosophical importance, we must consider mathematics as an (at least potentially)

infinite collection of truths, and in this case only the growth rate of the size of proofs

matters. Extensive research in Complexity Theory strongly indicates that it is natural

to consider two procedures equally efficient (in a more theoretical sense) if the number of

steps to execute anyone of them is smaller than the value of a polynomial evaluated at

the number of steps needed to execute the other one for the same input. We accept this

for provability in formal theories, and consequently if a theory T has only a polynomial

speed-up over a theory S, we consider them as equally efficient instruments for deriving

truthslO. This convention justifies our conclusions that I~l has a significant speed up over

PRA and that RCAo does not have a significant speed up over I~l.

Evaluating the conceptual benefits that an instrumental theory provides is a much

more difficult task and must be done on the "empirical basis", by providing examples

gOne can argue that P RA is not the right theory for representing finitistic reasoning since its proof
system involves formulas of arbitrary complexity, and according to Hilbert's view, they are ideal objects of
our system. A better theory would then be eqP RA, which is a version of the primitive recursive arithmetic
formulated as an equational theory in a language without quantifiers, and consequently whose entire proof
system involves only finitistically meaningful formulas. In this case P RA as a first order theory could be
seen as a logical instrument over the base theory eqP RA. I conjecture that P RA has also a non-elementary
speed-up over eqPRA. Statman [35] proved that the usual first order logic has a non-elementary speed-up
over the cut-free proofs, and while PRA has a proof system allowing arbitrary cuts, eqPRA can only have
cuts on quantifier free formulas only. Thus the above conjecture seems reasonable and most likely it can be
proved by relativizing Statman's proof to P RA.
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of reasonably interesting theorems whose proofs which use set theoretical concepts and

principles are conceptually clearer than their purely arithmetical proofs. We believe that our

technical results indicate that the set theoretical concepts and principles do provide a great

deal of conceptual facilitation, even in the case of the weakest set theory we consider, namely

RC Ao. The definition of a cut J lEi in II::1 (see below for the definitions) and the II::1 proof

of the consistency of P RA on this cut (i.e. that II::1 ~ VX(JIEi (x) -+ -,Pr fPRA(X, L=1l)))

is conceptually more difficult to understand than the proof of the same proposition in

RCAo: the cut JIEi is included in a cut in RCAo whose definition provides an immediate

understanding of the nature of the cut, and the proof itself is conceptually much clearer

than the one in II::1, since it involves much less coding. It seems obvious to me that using

recursively defined sets is as natural to us as using coding is artificial. Certainly this is only a

hint for an argument supporting the claim that theories which involve set theoretic concepts

and principles do provide conceptual facilitation; perhaps better examples can be found

with W K Lo, since Weak Konig's Lemma provides us with compactness and consequently

avails model theoretic arguments as well as application of compactness in the form used in

mathematical analysis. The last seems the most promising source of conceptual facilitation

which W K Lo might bring; one must only recall proofs of some theorems in number theory

which use complex integration and similar other techniques from analysis.

Thus, if it turns out that indeed W K Lo has no significant speed-up over RCAo,

and W K Lt has no significant speed-up over W I( Lo, this would seem to support the fol-

lowing two principles:

1. If we want a conservative instrument that makes proofs of arithmetical proposition

shorter in length, we need stronger arithmetical principles (i.e. induction) embodied

in the instrument;

2. Conservative instruments that formalize stronger mathematical principles that are not

of an arithmetical nature (e.g. set theoretical principles) can produce only conceptual

facilitation, i.e., they can make proofs conceptually clearer and easier to grasp, without

making formal proofs shorter in length.

We are now in a position to demonstrate how our technical result can be used to

derive some philosophical conclusions about our understanding of the meaning of certain

mathematical concepts and principles and the instrumentalist view. Consider, for example,
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View 1 We have a clear understanding of the concept of numbers satisfying the principle of

};jl induction, but we have no equally clear understanding of the concept of sets satisfying the

principle of recursive comprehension. The later concept is used (in the form of the theory

RCAo) merely as a formal instrument for facilitating proofs which use only };jl induction.

We argue that the above view is not tenable. Even though we indicated that it

might well be the case that RCAo does provide conceptual facilitation over I~I, since we

do not have enough "empirical" evidence to support this claim, our argument will not make

use of it. Rather, we argue by distinguishing the following two cases.

Assume first that there is no significant body of arithmetical truths 11 whose RC Ao

proofs are conceptually clearer than their I~1 proofs. By our result mentioned above RCAo

has no significant speed up in terms of the lengths of formal proofs over I~I' Thus, since we

have neither significantly shorter nor conceptually clearer proofs in RC Ao than in I~I, the

instrument RC Ao is useless, for it is hard to think of any other benefit besides the above

two that an instrument might offer. Thus, in this case the instrumentalist view in question

would collapse.

In the second case, we assume that there is a significant body of arithmetical

truths whose RCAo proofs are indeed conceptually clearer than their I~1 proofs. In this

case, since the benefit from our instrument is conceptual clarification of proofs, the part of

mathematics formalized in the instrument RCAo must have equally clear meaning to us as

the part of mathematics formalized in I~ 1, otherwise the RC Ao proofs could not have any

conceptual advantage over the I~1 proofs. This again conflicts with the instrumentalist

view as stated above. Thus, in either case, the above view does not seem to be tenable.

It is now clear that a proof of our conjecture that W I( L 0 and W K Lt have only a

polynomial speed up over RCAo (and consequently I~I) would have similar consequences

as the above argument, implying that if these theories are useful in deriving arithmetical

truths, then the concepts and principles formalized in these theories must have equally clear

meaning to us as the concept of numbers satisfying ~1 induction.

One might argue that the sequence of the theories which we have considered is

a very particular one and so our considerations cannot be important enough either to be

philosophically relevant or to have any bearing on mathematical instrumentalism in general.

Even though we did claim that this project was designed more to indicate a general strategy

11 RC Ao is conservative over IE1 for all arithmetical sentences; this is a consequence of the fact that RC Ao
;~ int...",.."..t...hl..;n 1~. ",;th ~n ".",1.~.,..~d ~~;i1.~~i;~~1 ~~~i ~,r ib~ ib~~~.. {~~~ _..~ Tl ",,'
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of how to analyze instrumentalist view than to give decisive conclusions about anyone's

particular view, we still claim that it does also provide a philosophically relevant analysis

of instrumentalism. First of all, even though it is true that this indeed is a particular

case of instrumentalism, it is a very important one since the base theory is finitism and

instrumentalist theories formalize important parts of mathematical analysis. It is difficult

to offer any other choice of the base and instrumental theories that clearly formalize more

important parts of mathematics than the theories we consider. On the other hand, I believe

that one can provide a similar analysis for other important cases, such as the predicative

analysis and its conservative extensions. If a significant number of important cases are

analyzed in the spirit of our analysis, I think it is clear that philosophically important

consequences must follow naturally.

The second and third chapter of this thesis respectively are devoted to the proofs

of the results mentioned above:

(Theorem 2.9) lEI has Kalmar non-elementary speed up over P RA even for the

variable free sentences of P RA.

2. (Theorem 3.5) RC Ao has at most polynomial speed up (quadratic or linear, depending

on the details of the proof system) over lEI for all formulas of the language of lEI.

1.5 Consistency problem

We now turn to the the other, more important of Hilbert's concerns, namely the

problem of the consistency proof. If we accept Tait's Thesis and assume that all finitary

arguments are formalizable in P RA, then by GOdel's Second Incompleteness Theorem we

cannot give finitistic consistency proofs for theories extending P RA. On the other hand,

it is very reasonable to look for some other (much weaker) "evidence" for the consistency

of our instrumental theories I~l, RCAo, WI(Lo etc. Such evidence can be provided, for

example, by a consistency proof which uses transfinite induction up to a "small" (IAJ"') but

nevertheless transfinite ordinal. One could try to obtain another piece of such evidence

by following an idea of Godel which takes into account the lengths of proofs, but before

elaborating this idea we will briefly consider a more radical attempt by Michael Detlefsen 12[2], 

which will eventually lead us to Godel's proposal.
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Detlefsen notes that the consistency statements are of the form 'v'xF( x), where

F( x) is a primitive recursive predicate. Thus, he claims, in order to give a finitistic proof of

such a statement, we must construe the universal quantifier finitistically and not classically.

This implies, he argues, that in order to prove finitistically the consistency of a theory T

one only has to exhibit a finitistic procedure (what he calls a "manual") which when applied

to each particular numeral n produces a finitistic proof of the fact that n is not a code of

an inconsistency in T. To support his view he gives a quotation of Herbrand (see Chapter

4).
As we will see in the fourth chapter, for every consistent theory T it is possible

to define by primitive recursion a function13 f which for each n produces a, finitistic proof

of the statement "n is not a code of a proof of an inconsistency in T". Thus, Detlefsen's

claim is unreasonable as formulated. To make such such a claim plausible at all, we must

at least assume that a finitist can prove that f indeed has the above property. By Tait's

Thesis this is the case if and only if for a primitive recursive function f

P RA I- 'v'xPr fpRA(f(x),

oPT 

fT(~, 1-=--Q.)1). (1.1)

As we will see later, the above is true for all theories T we consider up to (and including)

W K Lo, and it and can also be seen as a premise of a very restricted w rule. Not only do we

require that each instance oPT fT(R, 1.=Jl) is finitistically provable and that these proofs

are generated uniformly by a finitistically acceptable function f, but we also require that

this property of the function f must itself be finitistically verifiable. Thus, we can accept

that the consistency of a theory T is proved whenever 1.1 is true if we accept the following

rule of inference for arbitrary primitive recursive predicate F(x):

Restricted w-rule 1 Conclude VxF( x) whenever possessing an explicit definition of a

primitive recursive function f for which PRA I- VxPrfpRA(f(x), rF(;!;)l).

In the fourth chapter we will indicate why this kind of (I.J rule is not in general a finitistically

valid rule of inference. We show that the theories whose consistency can be proved using the

above rule are exactly those for which one can prove in P RA that they are equiconsistent to

P RA. We also characterize theories whose consistency can be proved using, in some sense,

finite iterations of such a rule.

13Recall that according to Tait's Thesis the functions defined by primitive recursion are exactly the
nitistically acceptable ones.
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Let C onT(!!.) be a formalization of "there is no proof of an inconsistency in T of

length at most n". It is easy to see that 1.1 implies that for T == PRA, I}::: 1, RCAo orW 

K Lo there is a primitive recursive function f such that

PRA f- 'Vx3y(lyl < f(x)t\ PrfpRA(Y' rConT(~)l)).

(1.2)

We now relate the above result with the following idea of Godel. We quote Kreisel

[21], marginal comments on page 241.

...one may modify Hilbert's (generalized) programme by taking into account
the lengths of proofs. Thus given a formal system F and an area of evidence P,
let 'I/J( x ) be the length of the shortest proof in l' of the consistency of F restricted
to the proofs of length n. (If the number of proofs of bounded length in F is
finite and F is consistent there will always be such a proof of their consistency.)
If 'I/J(n) is of the same order of magnitude as n, we should have a 'practical'
reduction of F to 1'. I first heard this interesting suggestion in a conversation
with GOdel.

In our analysis of this idea, we will take 'P to be the finitistic area of evidence

since this is the only area of evidence inherent in Hilbert's program. Also, we have to make

the informal description "1J1(n) is of the same order of magnitude as n" and the informal

notion of a "practical reduction" precise. We will again accept standards from complexity

theory: 1J1( n) will be considered to be of the same order of magnitude as n if its is bounded

by a polynomial in n i.e., if for some polynomial P( x) with natural coefficients the following

holds for all n:

1fJ(n) :$ P(n).

If d( n) are proofs of length '1/;( n), and the above inequality holds, we will say that proofs

d( n) are feasible in n. The above stipulation is standard and is discussed in length in the

literature. Our second assumption will be more delicate and we defend it on the same

grounds we used in criticizing Detlefsen's suggestion about the finitistic provability of uni-

versal sentences. In order to have a "practical" reduction of F to P that is satisfactoryfrom 

the standpoint of the area of evidence P, not only do we have to have 'P-proofs d( n)

of ConF(n.) whose length 'I/;(n) is smaller or equal than P(n), but this fact itself must be

verifiable by tools that all belong to the area of evidence P. In other words, one should be

able to give a justification on the basis of the area of evidence P of the statement:
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Here P stands for a formal system corresponding to Pi it is necessary to formalize the area

of ~vidence P in order to make the above statement expressible in such a way that it makes

sense to ask if it is justifiable within the area of evidence P or not. This is because the areas

of evidence one wants to consider in this context are various areas of mathematical evidence

and so informal proofs or justifications do not fall within their scope. It may seem that this

limits what areas of evidence P we can consider, since these areas must have their formal

counterparts. Since we want to consider the finitistic area of evidence which is formalizable

as P RA (see [36],[18]), this is not a problem for us. But more importantly, the requirement

that P must be formalizable is built into the problem. For in order to be able to to measure

the lengths 1/J( n) of the proofs d( n) belonging to the area of evidence P, the~e proofs must

be formalizable as sequences of symbols whose length is counted, and so our assumption

is not restrictive at all. The above considerations motivate us to introduce the following

Metadefinition, which will replace the informal notion of a "practical reduction".

Metadefinition 1 We say that the consistency of a theory T is feasibly reducible to the

area of evidence P if one can give a P-proof of the statement "for all n there is a feasible

P -proof d( n) of the assertion that there is no proof of an inconsistency in T of length::;: n".

Bearing in mind that we identify finitistic provability with provability in P RA, we have the

following Metatheorem.

Metatheorem 1 The consistency of a theory T is feasibly reducible to the finitistic area

of evidence if for a polynomial P( x) we have:

PRA I- V'x3y(lyl < P(x) /\ PrfpRA(Y' rConT(~)l».

Obviously 1.2 from page 16 shows that any of the theories P RA, lEI, RCAa and

W I( La have a primitive recursive reduction to the finitistic area of evidence. Can we

strengthen this result and get feasible reductions? Formalizing an argument of Pudlak

(with a suitable choice of coding), we will show that in the case when T is P RA, we can

indeed take for f in formula 1.2 a polynomial. More precisely, by our Theorem 5.1 there is

a polynomial P(x) with natural coefficients such that

PRA I- 'v'x3y(lyl < P(x) 1\ PrfpRA(Y' rConpRA(~)l)). (1.3)

The above result obviously means that P RA is feasibly reducible to the finitistic area of

evidence (in our, stronger sense, as defined in Metadefinition 1). It is now natural to ask
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Question 2 Is there a consistent theory T in which one can formalize a significant portion

of mathematical practice and whose consistency is feasibly reducible to the finitistic area of

evidence?

What would be the benefit of such a reduction? At the first sight it seems that in order to

prove that there are no proofs of inconsistencies in T of length at most n, one can use the

following procedure. There are 2n+l -1 sequences of D's and l's of length at most n, and

since T is consistent, none of these sequences is a proof of an inconsistency in T.14 Since

it is easy to determine if a sequence of symbols is a proof, for each of these sequences one

can give a, proof of length polynomial in n of the fact that this sequence is not a proof of an

inconsistency in T. Thus, putting all these proofs together, it seems that one can always give

a proof of the "consistency of T for proofs of length up to n" which is of length exponential

in n, while in the above question we are looking for feasible proofs of the same statement

(i.e. proofs of length polynomial in n). But this is not the case at all; the benefit could

be far bigger than just replacing proofs of exponential lengths with proofs of polynomial

lengths, because the procedure described above, which gives proofs of exponential lengths,

cannot be carried out in P RA, and this would be necessary in order to get a reduction

which is itself verifiable in P RA. For the correctness of the above procedure rests upon

the assumption that T is consistent and the consistency of any reasonably strong theory T

cannot be proved in P RA.

One might hope that a way out for some theories like W K Lo is to use a result of

Sieg's which gives (see [28]) a primitive recursive procedure g(x) for replacing a W K Lo proof

p of any n 2 sentence of P RA with a P RA proof g(p) of the same sentence, and then combine

it with our version of Pudlak's result (Theorem 5.1). In this way, (see Theorem 5.5), we

do get a procedure which is formalizable in P RA, but since Sieg's result applies to cut-free

proofs only, we must first use a cut elimination procedure which drasticly increases the sizes

of proofs. Thus, proofs of ConT(ll) obtained in this way are of roughly hyperexponential

size in n. Interestingly enough15 this method is the best possible. The following result

which we are going to prove in Chapter 5, shows not only that no theory T containing I~ 1

is feasibly reducible to the finitistic area of evidence but also that for every such theory T

the size of proofs of ConT(ll) that P RA "accepts" grows non-Kalmar elementary.

14 Recalls that we code proofs as sequences of O's and 1 's,
15 And to my disappointment, because I was hoping to find mathematically interesting theories which are

asibly !eg~c!ble tQ th~ fi!!iti~ti!; ~~~~ Qf ~yid~n!:~,
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(Theorem 5.4) For every natural number n,

II:: 1 if Vx3y(lyl < 2~ 1\ Pr !PRA(y, rConIEl (:1:.)1 )).

As it is shown by Simpson and Smith, ~1 induction is necessary (over a very weak

base theory) to prove some of the most elementary mathematical theorems, like theorems

about factorization of polynomials into irreducible factors (see [32]). Thus, it is safe to say

that no significant theory from the point of view of mathematical practice is "practically

reducible" to the area of finitistic evidence with a finitistic justification of such a reduction.

With the incompleteness Theorem 5.4 in mind, it is natural to ask-what the "least"

function f such that", 1= 'v'x3y(lyl < f(x)/\ Pr fpRA(f(x), rConwKLo(~)l)) is. Obviously f

can be taken of exponential growth rate; the previously mentioned method with checking all

the proofs of length at most x now works. Can we take a polynomial for f? This obviously

brings us back to GOdel's original proposal. Our additional requirement to Godel's original

idea, namely that the existence of a feasible reduction of F to the area of evidence 'P must

itself be provable in 'P, is not only philosophically justified, but it also made the problem

manageable. If we only require that we have polynomial size proofs of ConF(ll.) from the

area of evidence 'P, without requiring that the existence of such proofs be provable in

'P, then the problem of the existence of such proofs is still open and is closely related to

some open questions in Complexity Theory. It is well known (and easy to prove) that if

a (reasonably strong) theory S proves that the classes N P and coN P coincide (for the

definitions see [10]), then for every theory T which is consistent, S has proofs of polynomial

length in n of ConT(l!). Thus, if P RA proves that N P = coN P (which the majority of

complexity theorists do not believe is true, let alone provable in a theory like P RA), then

there are P RA proofs of polynomial length in n of ConT(ll.) for all consistent theories T,

thus including W]( Lo. Even though P RA I- N P = coN P is a very unlikely assumption,

we cannot disprove it either, and so we do not know if P RA has proofs of polynomial length

in n of ConWKLo(l!).

One might hope that the above incompleteness result could be used to distinguish

among equiconsistent theories of different mathematical strength on a basis closely related

to their consistency strength. As is well known 16, for theories T like RC Ao or W]( Lo we

16This is a consequence of Sieg's results from [28].
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have:

PRA I- Con(T) +-+ Con(PRA).

Yet, such theories formalize stronger and stronger mathematical principles, and so it is

natural to ask the following question.

Question 3 Can we develop a finer scale for measuring the consistency strength of theories

on which theories of different mathematical strength would "weigh" differently even if they

are provably equiconsistent to P RA ?

Recall ( 1.2 on page 16) that there are primitive recursive functions f PRA,fRCAo and fWKLo'

such that

PRA ~ 'v'x3y(lyl < fT(X) 1\ PrfpRA(Y' rConT(:!.)l))

for T = P RA, RC Ao, W]( Lo. Is it true that for mathematically stronger theories T the

least IT for which the above holds grows faster than IT' corresponding to a weaker the-

ory T'? After all, our version of Pudlcik's result (Theorem 5.1) shows that I PRA grows

polynomially, while Theorem 5.4 shows that I II:l grows roughly hyperexponentially. Un-

fortunately, the following result which we prove in Chapter 5 together with Theorem 5.4,

shows that III:l' IRCAo and IWKLo all grow roughly hyperexponentially.

(Theorem 5.5). There is a function f with a roughly hyperexponential growth

rate such that

PRA I-- Vx3y(lyl < f(x) t\ PrfPRA(Y, rconwKLo(:!.)l).

Thus, a significant difference in the growth rate of the functions IPRA, 111:1, IROAo and

IWKLo occurs only between IPRA and //1:1, while other functions have approximately the

same growth rate as 111:1 .17 I believe that this phenomenon is related to the rate of speed

up which such theories have over !}:::l, and in fact I put forward the following conjecture. It

could be called "the Second Instrumentalist Incompleteness Conjecture", because

it claims that the speed up which an instrumental theory T can have over a base theory Sis 

offset by how difficult it is to prove the consistency of T for proofs of length up to n on

the basis of S.
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Conjecture 1 Let T and S be a pair of (reasonable) theories such that S C T, and such

that one can prove in S that T is a III conservative extension of S. Then for every function

f definable in S for which

S I- 'v'xPr fs(J( x), rConT('lJl)

holdsl8 the following is true: for every ill formula <p, if ~ and p~ are the shortest proofs

of <p in S and T respectively, then Ip~1 ~ f(lp~I).

The content of Chapters 2 and 3 also appears in my unpublished paper [19]. In

the next chapter we develop the main technical tools and prove that II:1 has a Kalmar

non-elementary speed up over P RA.

18 As we will see in Chapter 4 our assumptions about Sand T imply that there are functions with such a
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I~l

PRA

versus

In this thesis, Z is the elementary number theory (which is obtained from P RA

by adding the induction schema for all formulas of the language of PRA) and !}:::n is the

fragment of Z which contains the induction schema restricted to}:::n formulas only1. RC Ao

is a fragment of second order arithmetic extending P RA by the addition of, besides a

few usual basic axioms, only the }:::~ induction and the A~ comprehension2. Let CPRA(Y)

be a formula formalizing "y is a (Godel code of a) functional symbol3 of P RA", and let

CPRA(X,y) be CPRA(Y) 1\ Y < Xi thus CPRA(X,y) formalizes "y is a functional symbol of

P RA whose code is smaller than x". T PRA( x, y) is a formula formalizing "y is a closed term

of P RA containing only functional symbols < x", while AXPRA(X) formalizes "x is an axiom

ofP RA". Notice that TpRA(X, y) restricts only the language and not the size of the term y

-an important feature for the cut-elimination procedure to be used later. In all standard

coding procedures these formulas are at most A~. We will use special notation for primitive

recursive functions which operate on the (formalized) syntactical objects of PRA. Ar(f)

equals the arity of the functional symbol f. 9(1) =< 0, 91, hI > if f is defined by primitive

1 Even though I~l formulated on the language {+,', =, <, O} suffices to introduce all primitive recursive

functions in an extension by definitions, we prefer that the language of our instruments extends the language
of our base theory P RA. This has also an advantage that all formulas with only bounded quantifiers
are equivalent to quantifier-fre~ formulas by replacing bounded quantifiers with their primitive recursive
definitions.

2The superscript 0 indicates that we can have free second order variables in the formulas in these schemas
but not second order quantifiers. Recall that the ~~ comprehension is the schema

(~~ -CA) : Vx(cp(x) 1/J(x)) -+ 3XVx(x EX cp(x))

whenever cp is a ~l formula and 'I/J a ill formula.
3In the sequel we will identify functional symbols, terms,formulas and proofs with their Godel codes and
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recursion from gJ and hJ (i. e. if AXPRA[/(O, x) = gJ(x) A I(y + 1,x) = hJ(Y, I(y, X), x)]),

and Q(/) =< 1,hJ,g{,...,g£ > if I is defined by composition from hJ,g{,...,g£. The

usual codings have the property that (Q)i < I. ~ denotes the primitive recursive function

producing the (Godel code of the) xth numeral.

By a cut in a theory T we mean a formula J with only one free variable x s. t.

T I- J(O) /\ Vx(J(x) -+ (J(x + 1) /\ Vz < .x J(z))).

We will extensively use the following result of Solovay from [34] (see also [24], Lemma 1.1):

Theorem 2.1 (Solovay) Let J(x) be a cut in a theory T, then

1. There is a cut I(x) such that T I- Vx(I(x) -t (J(x) A I(x2)). (Note that this implies

that the cut I( x) is closed for addition and multiplication.)

2. 

For every natural number n there is a cut J(n(x) such that T I- V'x(Kn(x) -+ J(2~».

In our proofs we use the facts that !:~ induction, n~ induction, !:~ least num-

ber principle and n~ least number principle (all with second order free variables) are all

equivalent over a weak base theory; see [28].

After having set these basic definitions, we can proceed to prove that 1!:1 has a

large speed-up over P RA. The basis for our proof is the following result of Pudlak, which

we state in a general form rather than for ZF and GB specifically, as Pudlak did (see

Theorem 4.2 of his paper [23]).

Theorem 2.2 (Pudlak) Let Sand T be two consistent theories with sufficiently strong

arithmetic4 and such that the axioms of S can be accepted by a nondeterministic polynomial

time Turing machine. Let Pr fs( x, y) be a suitable formalizationS of "x is a proof of y in

S", and Cons(x) a suitable formalization of "there is no proof of an inconsistency in S

of length at most x". Assume that for a cut J(x) in T, T I- Vx(J(x) -t -,Prfs(x,1..=.Q).

Then:

4While the theories we deal with contain PRA, Pudlak assumes just that they contain (or even only
interpret) Robinson's Q. In case Sand T contain PRA most of the proofs of lemmas needed to get this
theorem can be significantly simplified.

6The reader should consult [23] to see how to formalize the syntax such that this theorem holds, and that
in fact the usual formalizations which are in use today suffice.
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1. There is a polynomial P(x) such that for all n there is a proofofCons(2~) in T of

length at most P(n);

2. There is a positive real number e. such that for all n there is !!Q proof of Cons(2~) in

S of length at most (2~)e.

Theorem 2.2 obviously implies the following important corollary.

Corollary 2.3 Whenever Sand T are as above, T has a non-Kalmar elementary speed-up

over S.

To prove part (1) of Theorem 2.2 we start with the cut J(x) such that T I-

'v'x(J(x) -t -,Prfs(x,1-=..Q.) and use Solovay's cut shortening technique (see Theorem 2.1)

to get a cut l(x) such that T I- 'v'x(l(x) -+ J(2X». Then obviously T I- 'v'x(l(x) -t

Cons(x». We now use the fact that for any cut l(x) there are polynomial size proofs of

1(2~) (see [23] for the details); this clearly implies part (1) of the Theorem.

Part (2) of Theorem 2.2 is proved via a modified Godel-type argument diagonaliz-

ing "cp( x) is provable in S with a proof of length.$: x" rather than just "cp is provable in S"

which we diagonalize in the standard Godel's argument. Again for the details the reader

should consult [23].

Pudlak proved the above theorem with GB and ZF in place of our S and T and

used it to show that GB has a non-Kalmar elementary speed-up over ZF. In order to

use Theorem 2.2 to show that 1>:::1 has a non-Kalmar elementary speed-up over P RA, we

have to find a cut JII:l(X) in 1>:::1 such that 1>:::1 I- 'v'X(JII:l(X) -t -,PrfpRA(x,l.=--Q). As

we mentioned in the Introduction, instead of doing this, we will first find a cut J RCAo in

RCAo such that RCAo I- 'v'X(JRCAo(X) -+ -,PrfpRA(x,l.=--Q), and then we will use an

interpretability argument to get the analogue result for 1>:::1. The advantage of working

in RC Ao rather than directly in 1>:::1 is the conceptual facilitation that RC Ao brings; the

proof for RC Ao involves much less coding and is consequently conceptually much clearer

than a direct proof in 1>:::1.

Before taking this up, we will briefly sketch the usual proof of the corresponding

fact for GB and ZF, just in order to be able to see what kind of difficulties we have to

overcome in our proof for the case of RC Ao and P RA. As we will see, we have to use totally

different techniques, with proof theory in the place of model theoretic arguments. The usual

proof of the fact that there is a cut JGB such that GB I- 'v'X( JGB(X) -t -,Pr fZF(X, l.=--Q)
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proceeds as follows. Let J(x) be the formula of GB formalizing "there exists a satisfaction

class satisfying Tarski's inductive truth properties for all llx formulas of the language of

ZF". It is easy to see that J(x) defines a cut in GB, because if one has a satisfaction

class for all llx formulas of ZF, then one can define from it explicitly a satisfaction class

for all llx+l formulas of ZF. Then one uses a formalized version of Montague's Reflection

Theorem in which a satisfaction class is used rather than the real truth in the set-universe

to obtain a set model of the llx part of ZF whenever JGB(X) holds. We then apply the

usual inductive soundness argument for all proofs that belong to the cut JGB, and show

that the conclusion formula of such a proof p must be true in the constructed set model of

the IIp part of ZF. This is possible since the complexity of each formula in the proof is

smaller than the (Godel code of) the proof itself.

0 bviously the above kind of proof cannot be applied to the pair RC Ao and P RA,

since in RCAo we cannot prove the existence of "satisfaction sets" for quantified sentences of

the language of P RA because the comprehension in RC Ao is too weak to handle quantified

formulas6. But the cut JGB just defines the collection of numbers that correspond to

the complexities for which there is a satisfaction class satisfying Tarski's inductive truth

properties, and it seems prima facie that we are left without the very tool needed to define

the cut with necessary properties.

The above also shows that if we want to do some kind of a soundness argument,

we can only hope to be able to find a very partial satisfaction set. This implies that we

must use a cut-elimination procedure to keep formulas of the proof (on which we apply the

soundness argument) simple enough to be under the scope of the partial satisfication set

we can obtain. This imposes another, at the first sight serious problem. Namely, even if

we had a "good hold" of proofs belonging to a cut I( x), after applying the cut-elimination

procedure the resulting proofs will "jump out" of this cut, since such a procedure increases

lengths of proofs hyperexponentially. It is easy to see that Corollary 3.7. of [24] implies

that there is a cut J( x) in RC Ao such that there is no shortening I( x) of it for which

RCAo ~ Vx(I(x) -+ J(2;» holds7. Thus, since we do not know in general if we can shorten

6In fact, we cannot prove the existence of a satisfaction set for variable-free sentences of P RA which
contains (codes of) closed instances of all axioms of primitive recursive definitions in P RA (including the
nonstandard part of the language of PRA); otherwise, as it will be clear later, we would be able to prove
the consistency of P RA in RC Ao which is impossible since RC Ao is a ill conservative extension of P RA.

7 As we will see later, there is a finitely axiomatizable theory such that RC Ao is an extension by definitions

of this theory. This enables us to use Corollary 3.7. of [24]; our observation then follows immediately from
the fact that ~: go!!!i!!~te~ ~~ fQ! !!Jl ~ :;;. ~,
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our cuts sufficiently, we need to find a way of dealing with proofs that are outside of any cut

we might construct. Fortunately, using the right techniques, both of the above problems

can be surmounted, as the next Lemma shows.

Lemma 2.4 (The Main Lemma) There is a cut JRCA in RCA s. t.

RCAo I- VX(JRCAo(X) -+ -,PrfpRA(x,1-=-Q)).

Proof: The proof is quite involved and is broken into several claims. The idea underlying

it is to define a kind of a truth predicate for variable-free sentences of some restrictions of

the language of P RA and then prove the soundness of P RA restricted to such languages

with respect to the variable-free sentences of these restrictions. To simplify our formalism,

we will use nearly the same notation for codes of formulas as for the formulas themselves;

what we mean will be clear from the rest of the expression. Thus in

S(~) =]LE E +-+ S(x) = y

S(;!2) = 1L denotes a number that is the code of the formula built from the xth and yth

numeral and the symbols for the successor function and equality, while S( x) = y is just a

formula of the language of P RA. In the rest of this chapter x stands for (x )0, ...(x )'h(x)':"l'

Consider the following formulas8 of RCAo:

01(n,E) -

E>2(n,E) -

03(n,E) -

1\

04(n,E) -

\/t(TpRA(n, t) -+ 3!y(t = 1L E E))

\/x\/y[(S(~) = 1L E E +-+ S(x) = y) 1\ (~= 1L E E +-+ x = y)]

\/f[£PRA(n,f) -+ [(9(f))0 = 0 -+ \/x,y,z(Ar(J) = Ih(x) + 1

(f(Q., i) = ~ E E +-+ gf(i) = ~ E E) 1\ (f(1L:!:.!, i) = ~ E E

hf(~,f(~,i),i) = ~ E E))] 1\ [(G(!))o = 1

\/x, y(J(i) = ~ E E +-+ 3z(lh(z) = Ar(hf) 1\ hf(i) = ~

\/i < Ih(z)(g{(i) = t-:h E E)]]

\/t\/Z[TpRA(n, t) -+ (t =~ E E +-+ 3f,y,v(£PRA(n,!)

Ih(y) = Ih(v) = Ar(!) 1\ \/i < Ih(y)(TpRA(n, (y)i)

(Y)i = ~E EAt = f(fj) A f(ji) = ~E E)]./\

8Here n is just a number variable of RCAo and not necessarily a standard numeral.
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Thus, 01 asserts that E codes a unique evaluation of each closed term of the

language of P RA restricted to the functional symbols smaller than n. O2 asserts that E

"respects" the successor function and equality while 03 says that E respects the rules of

primitive recursion and composition that define new functional symbols from the previous

ones. The above properties of E will imply that E correctly evaluates all standard primitive

recursive functions. 04 asserts that E evaluates terms inductively according to how they are

built, which will imply that E evaluates correctly all standard terms. Finally let 0( n, E) ==

/\i<4 0i(n, E) and JRCAo(n) = 3E0(n, E).

Claim 1 JRcAo(n) defines a cut in RCAo.

Proof: Let the set Eo consist of the codes of formulas of the form S(:f..) = 1L for all x and

y such that S(x) = y together with the codes of all formulas of the form :f.. = ~. It is easy

to see that this set is ~~ definable and thus its existence can be proved in RCAo. Assume

now that there is an En such that e( n, En) holds for some nj we want to show that then

there is an En+l such that e(n + 1, En+l) also holds. This is obviously enough to show

that JRCAo(n) is a cut since the other condition is trivially satisfied. If n is not a functional

symbol of £PRA then set En = En+lj if it is a functional symbol, in order to avoid possible

notational confusion let us denote it by a more standard letter f and consider the following

two cases.

(1) / is defined by primitive recursion from some 9 and h < /.

(2)/ is defined by composition from some h,gl, ...gk, such that Ar(h) = k and

h, gi < / (here k can be nonstandard).

Case 1. Define first

En+l =

1\

En U {!(.rL, i) = ~: (y = 0 1\ g(i) = ~ E En) V 3v(g(i) = ~ E En

(Vi < y)h(i,~,i) = ~E En 1\ (v)y = z)}.

~ is obviously definable via a }:::~ formula 1/J that defines the set on the right

hand side of the above equation. To show that ~ has also a n~ definition in RC Ao we

first show in RC Ao that if D( n, En) holds, then

Vf,y,x3z(£PRA(n+ 1,f) -+ 'I/J(f(1L,i) = ~)).

Since by our assumption 0(n, En) holds, from the definition of En+l it follows
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that it also holds if f = n. The proof follows easily via I:: ~ induction on y fixing f, x, En

as parameters, and using the properties of En given by e( n, En). In a similar way we can

further show that

Vf, y, x3!Z(£PRA(n + 1, f) -+ 1/1(1([, i) = rJ)j

here the }:::~ least number principle and the properties of En suffice. Now, to get a n~

definition of~ just replace 3v with Vv and the last /\ by -+. Thus, by ~~ Comprehension

axiom ~ is a set in RC Ao. We now define En+l as the set of all formulas of the form

t = ksuch that there are v, h, w for which Ih( v) = Ih( w), v codes the sequence of terms from

which t is inductively built and (v )'h(v)':'l = tj h codes the sequence of functional symbols

used to build higher complexity sub terms of t from some of the simpler ones and w codes a

sequence of numerals that represent the values of all the subterms of tj for all i < Ih( v), (v) i

is built from some (V)jl' ...,( v)j" (jl, ...,je < i) and a functional symbol fi = (h)i of arity Sj
---

whenever (V)i is a numeral then (W)i = (V)ij if (V)i = f((v)j) then (W)i = f((w)j) E En+lj

finally (w )'h(w)':'l = k).

Exactly as before, En+l is ~~ definable and consequently a set in RC Ao. It is

easy to check that if 0( n, En) holds, then so does 0( n + 1, En+l)'

Case 2 is handled similarly. QED.

Claim 2 For all standard primitive recursive functions F we have

RCAo 

I- Vx,y,E,k[k > rFl/\ e(k,E) -+ (rFl(i) = lLE Ek +-t F(x) = y)]~

Also, for every standard term t of the language of P RA and any sufficiently large k

RCAo I- YE(0(k,E) -+ Yx(t = ~ E E +-+ t = x)).

The proof is an easy mathematical induction on the complexity of F combined with an

application of the ~r least number principle and the properties of E given by 0( k, E).

More precisely, take the first primitive recursive function such that

3x, y-,( r Fl (of.) = .1L E En +-+ F( X) = y),

and the least x witnessing the first existential quantifier in the above formula. Now we just

use the properties of E and the primitive recursive definition of F to derive a contradiction.

The claim about the evaluation of terms is proved from the above by induction on complexity
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It is also easy to verify that if m > n and Em and En are such that 0( m, Em) and

0( n, En) then Em and En "agree" about the evaluation of terms t such that £, PRA( n, t).

Claim 3 RCAo proves that for all t, k, E if 0(k, E) holds, and t is a term of P RA all of

whose free variables are among Xl, "'Xs and all functional symbols are < k, and tl, ...,ts is a

sequence of closed terms such that Vi < STpRA(k, tj), then for all m, nl, ...ns if (Vi < s)tj =

~E E then t(~,...,~ = mE E ijJ't(q,...,ts) = mE E.

Proof: An easy n~ induction on the complexity of t, using the properties of E given by

e(k,E). QED.

We can now define a truth predicate for all variable-free formulas whose all func-

tional symbols are smaller than k, providing k belongs to the cut J RCAo. Let L be the

primitive recursive function mapping variable-free formulas into variable-free terms satisfy-

ing:

L(tl = t2) =

L( 'I/J 1\ fJ) =

(tl':'t2) + (t2':'tl)

L('I/J) + L(()

L( 'I/J) .L( ()

l':'L('I/J)

L( 1/1 v 0) =

~

whenever x is not a variable-free formula of P RA 9. Let FpRA(n, cp) be a formalization of

"cp is a variable-free sentence of P RA such that all functional symbols appearing in it are

< n."

Definition 2.5

n(n, E,T) +-+ (0(n, E) A V<,o«,o E T +-+ (FpRA(n, <,0) A L«,o) = Q. E E))).

S1"(n,T) foot 3En(n,E,T)

Remark: Note that whenever 0(n, E) holds, then for T defined by Tn = {<p : :FPRA(n, <p)A

L«p) = Q. E En} we have n(n,E,T). Thus, whenever JRCAo(n), there exists a T such that

u( n, T) holds.

BIn the above equations ~, +, etc. are no
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Claim 4

RCAo I- Vn, T, E,cp, 1/;[:FPRA(n, cp) /\ :FPRA(n, 1/;) /\ !1(n, E,T) -+

«p /\ 1/J E T +-+ <p E T /\ 1/J E T)) /\ «p v 1/J E T +-+ «p E Tv 1/J E T))/\

(-'<p E T +-+ <p It T) 1\ (tl = t2 E T +-+ 3n(tl = n. E E 1\ t2 = n.E E)).

Proof of Claim 4 is an easy n~ induction using Claim 2 and Claim 3. In particular

as a corollary of Claim 4, we get

Claim 5 For each standard variable-free sentence cp

RCAo f- 'v'n,T(n(n,T) 1\ n > r<.ol -+ «.0 E T +-+ <.0)).

Claim 6 RCAo proves that for all n,T,t,m,cp such that ll(n,T) and cp is a quantifier-free

formula whose all free variables are among Xl, ""XB and Vi < S(TpRA(n, (t)i) 1\ ti = ~ E

T -+ (cp( i) E T +-+ cp(~ E T).

Proof is an easy n~ induction on the complexity of <p using the definition of T and

Claim 4.

Claim 7 RC Ao proves: for all n, E, T, t, 0 such that ll( n, E, T) if O( x) is an equality axiom

or an axiom of P RA which is not an induction axiom and whose all functional symbols are

smaller than nand if Vi < Ih(t)TpRA(n, (t)i), then o(i) E T.

Proof follows easily from Claim 3 and the properties of T and E given by n( n, E, T)

and 0(n,E).

For the next step of the proof we must switch from the more usual Hilbert-type

proof system to a Gentzen-type proof system (see [37]) because we want to use a partial

cut-elimination theorem. The equivalence of these two proof systems is provable in I~l,

and the proof transformation converting a Hilbert-style proof into a Gentzen-style proof

does not change the language of the formulas of the proof. We use the following fact whose

proof is effective and consequently can be formalized in I~l (P RA in fact). For a proof of

it see [37], p. 116.
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Theorem 2.6 (Gentzen) There is a primitive recursive procedure for transforming any

proof p in P RA of a sequent r =} Ll into a proof p* of the same sequent such that p* has

the following properties:

(i) the language of p* contains only functional symbols of the language of p;

(ii) all initial sequents of of p* are of the form <p(i) where <p(£) is either a logical

axiom or an equality axiom or an (open) axiom of P RA which is not an induction axiom

and t is a sequence of terms of the appropriate length;

(ii) instead of the induction axioms of P RA we have the induction rule in the form

r, tp(a) => tp(a + 1), A

r, r.p(O) ~ r.p(t), ~

where <p is a quantifier-free formula and t is a term; a cannot appear in r, <p(O), ~ or t. (As

it is usual in proof-theory, we use the first few letters of the alphabet to denote free variables

while the last few denote the bound ones.)

(iii) all cuts ofp. are on quantifier-free formulas only.

Such proofs are called free cut-free proofs.

The free cut-free proofs can be much lengthier than the proofs involving arbitrary

cuts, but, as we noted above, the process of partial cut elimination does not change the

language of such proofs. Let :FPPRA(n,p) be a formalization of"p is a free cut-free proof of

a quantifier-free sequent such that all formulas of the proof contain only functional symbols

smaller than n".

Working within RCAo, consider a proof p* such that :FPPRA(n,p*) holds for some

n and let T be such that n( n, T) holds. We want to associate to each such a proof p* and

T a tree of sequents p which we call a a proof transform of p* relative to T, and which

will contain only variable-free sentences of P RA. To do so, we move backwards through

the proof p* (i. e. from the conclusions towards the axioms). We first replace all the free

variables of the conclusion of the proof by O's throughout the proof. Assume we are at a

height i. If the inference from a sequent at height i + 1 to a sequent at height i is by a

propositional rule we move one step upwards without changing anything. Since all cuts

are on quantifier-free formulas and the conclusion of the proof contains no formulas with

quantifiers, no quantifier rules are used in the proof. If the inference is a cut on a quantifier-

free formula <p(x), replace i by 0,0, ...,0 in the entire part of the proof above and including
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the cut. If it is an application of the induction rule of the form

r, <p( a) * <p( a + 1), A
r,cp(o) =:-- cp(t),~

then all variables in t must have been previously replaced by numerals and so we can assume

that t is closed. Let k be the unique number such that t = k E T. Replace a by the numeral

m":'l such that1O

m = JlX ~ k( <p(~) fj T).

In RC Ao such an m always exists by the >::~ least number principle applied to the formula

<p(~) 't T V x = k + 1.

It is easy to see that the statement "p is a proof transform of a proof p such that

:F'PPRA(n,p) holds" can be formalized by a.6.~ formula.

The following Claim can easily be proved by >::1 induction on the height of the

proof p.

Claim 8 RCAo proves that for all p,n,T such that :FPPRA(n,p) and n(n,T) hold, there

exists p such that p is a proof transform of p with respect to T.

Finally we can prove our Lemma, i. e. we can show that

RCAo I- \Ix (JRCAo (x) -+ -,PrfpRA(x,1=-Q)).

We work inside RCAo; assume p is a proof of 1 = 0 in PRA such that JRCAo(p) holds.

Let T p be such that f1.(p, T p) holds; such a T p exists by our remark on page 29. We first

transform this proof into a Gentzen-style proof of => 1 = 0 and then, using Theorem 2.6,

we get a free cut-free proof p* of => 1 = 0 of the same language as p. Thus, all functional

symbols ofp* are smaller than p, and consequently FPPRA(p,p*) holds.

From Claim 8 it follows that there exists a proof transform p of p* with respect

to Tp. But from Claim 7 it follows that all the initial segments of p belong to Tp since

they are of the form 0( i) where 0( x) is a logical axiom, an equality axiom or an axiom of

P RA which is not an induction axiom and t is a closed term. An easy induction on height

i ~ height(p) shows that if all the formulas in r of a sequent r => ~ on the height i belong

to T p then there is a formula in ~ that also belongs to T P' The induction step in proving
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this claim is easy; in the case of a propositional or cut rule it follows immediately from

Claim 4 while in the case of the induction rule it follows from our choice of m in defining

the proof transform of a proof. More precisely, consider

r,cp(~ ~ cp(m.),~
r,cp(o) ~ cp(t),~

Assume that all formulas in rand cp(O) belong to T p but neither cp(t) nor any formula in

~ belong to Tp. But this implies that there is a least x ~ t such that cp(~) tt Tp and it

must be m by our choice. Since cp(O) E Tp then m":'l # m and cp(~ E Tp. But then all

formulas in r and cp(~ belong to Tp and no formula in ~ or cp(!!!.) belong to Tp which

is a contradiction with the inductive hypothesis. Thus, since the final sequent is ~ 1 = 0,

we conclude that 1 = 0 belongs to T p, which is a contradiction with Claim 5. This finishes

our proof of The Main Lemma 2.4.QED.

We now want to show that the presence of second order objects (set) and ~~

comprehension are not essential for the above Lemma; even though they greatly contribute

to the clarity of the proof, it is possible to carry out a proof of the analogous claim for the

first order theory 11::1, just by using codes for recursive sets rather than the sets themselves.

Instead of taking this approach, we use some simple interpretability results to prove the

analogous result for lEI.

First of all, we can extend the standard EI truth predicate of 11::1 (a predicate

having Tarski's truth properties for EI formulas; see Theorem 6.6 of [33]) to a 1::~ truth

predicate of RC Ao for formulas of the same quantifier complexity but which can have free

set variables. In such formulas x E X is regarded as an atomic formula and all we have to

do to obtain a E~ truth predicate is to add to the basic clauses of the truth definition a

clause for atomic formulas of this sort. Thus, for a E ~ formulall TrI;O ( e, x, y, Y) and a set
1

F consisting of the axioms of P RA and a finite subset of the axioms of RC Ao which suffices

to prove that TrI;o(e,x,y,Y) has Tarski's truth properties for E~ formulas of RCAo, we
1

have that for all E~ formulas of RCAo

F I- 'v'X'Y'Yl"",Yk,Y,Yt,...,Ya(Y =< Yl,'..,Yk > I\Y =< Yt,Y2,"',Ya >

«P(X'Yl,"",Yk,Y1,...,Ya) H TrEo(r<pl,x,y,Y))).
1

(2.1:

11 For practical purposes, instead of contracting all numerical variables of a formula into one (using coding

of finite sequences), we will keep separate a distinguished number variable x and contract other variables,
which will play the role of parameters, into one; we also code finite sequences of sets via < Xl, X2,...,X. >=
f..,,!. -"..-'" V 1
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Now adding to F the following two axioms that are special instances of the comprehension

a.xiom and the induction axiom

Ve,e',y,Y(Vx(TrEo(e,x,y,Y) +-+
1

3XVx( x E X +-+

.,TrI;O( e', x, y, Y» -+
1

TrI;O ( e, X, y, Y»),1

\Ie, y, Y(Tr~o( e, 0, y, Y)
1

A Vx[TrI;O(e,x,y,Y) -+ TrI;O(e,x + 1,y,Y)]
1 1

VxTrI;O(e,x,y,Y),1
-+

we obtajn an axiomatization of RCAo which is a finite extension of P RA. It is easy to

see that the usual axiomatization or RC Ao has proofs that are not much shorter than its

version which contajns only finitely many axioms besides the axiom of P RA, since for any

formula cp there is a proof of 2.1 polynomial in length of cpo

Theorem 2.7 RCAo is interpretable in [}::;1 with the same domain of numbers and same

primitive recursive functions.

Proof: The predicate defining numbers will be x = x, all arithmetical operations and

relations remain the same; the domain of sets defined by12 ~(w) == 'v'y(TrEl((W)O,Y) +-+

-,TrEl((w)l,y» while y E X is interpreted as TrEl((wx)O,Y). It is easy to see that under

this interpretation all the basic axioms are satisfied while the ~ ~ comprehension becomes

-,TrI;l((W)l,X)) -+ ((TI(e,x,y,w) +-+

3v(Yx(TrI;1((v)O,X) +-+ -,TrI;l((V)l,X)) A

TI(e,x,y,w)), (2.2)

Ve,e',y,w(Vx(Tr~l«W)O'X) f-+

-,TI(e',x,y,W)) -t

Vx(Tr~l«V)O,X) f-+

where TI is the interpretation of the formula TrI;O( e, x, y, Y). But this is a theorem of
1

!}:::1 for the following reason. TrI;O( e, x, y, Y) is a }:::~ formula; thus if we push all the
1

negations in TI inside until we reach either a formula of the form TrI;l((W)O, x) obtained by

replacing x E X or otherwise an atomic formula (whichever comes first), and then replace

all formulas -,TrI;l((w)O,x) by TrI;l((w)l,X) we get a formula \If that is in !}:::1 equivalent

12We will use V, w for variables obtained by replacing set variables in the interpretations of second order
formulas, indexing them (when needed) by the second order variables which they interpret.
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to a }:::l formula I 3. On the other hand, if we push all negations in -,TI inside in the above

manner ,and then replace all formulas TrEl (( w )0, x) that do not have a negation in front of

them by -,TrEl (( W)l, x) and then further push negations inside, we get a formula equivalent

to a ill formula 0, for similar reasons as before. If the first two equivalences in 2.2 are true,

then 'It ~ 0. Replace now in 'It and 0 e, e', y and w by the corresponding (possibly non-

standard) numerals to get (Godel codes of possibly non-standard) sentences \Ii, 0. Then

we can take v =< \Ii,0>.

To prove that I}:::l proves the interpretation of I~~ induction, again push inside

the negation in TI (as above) and replace -,TrEl((w)O,x) by TrEl((w)I,X) to get a }:::l

formula equivalent to TI whenever 'v'x(TrEl((w)O'x) ~ -,TrEl((W)I, x)).

Corollary 2.8 There is a cut J II:1 in !}:::1 such that

I~ll- 'v'X(JIE1(X) -+ -,PrfpRA(x,1-=-Q)).

Proof: By Lemma 2.4 there is a cut JRCAo in RCAo s.t.

RCAo I- VX(JRCAo(X) -+ -,PrfpRA(x,1-=-Q))

Thus,
!}:::11- VX(JhCAo -+ -,PrfpRA(x,~).

It is easy to see that the fact that JRCAo is a cut in RCAo implies that JhcAo is a cut in

I}::; 1 j just use the fact that the interpretation I neither changes numbers nor arithmetical

operations and relations. Thus, we can take J I~l = JkCAo' QED.

In fact, there is an RC Ao proof of

(2.3)

V'X(JIE1(X) -+ -,PrfpRA(x,L=-Q)

which is conceptually much clearer than the I~l proof of the same sentence; it is based on

the fact (which is easy to prove) that RCAo I- VX(J[I:l(X) -+ JRCAo(X» and is conceptu-

ally clearer because the RCAo proof of VX(JRCAo(X) -+ -,PrfpRA(x,:L=..Q.) uses naturally

laThe reason for this is that all bounded quantifiers can be exchanged with the 3 quantifier using the
following bounding principle for ~g formulas tp:

Vx < a3yt.p(x, y) --+ 3bVx < a3y < bt.p(x, y)
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defined sets rather than cumbersome coding used in the lEI proof. The sentence 2.3 is the

sentence we referred to on page 35 of the Introduction. Of course this sentence is not a

ill sentence, but the above fact gives us reasonable grounds to conjecture that RCAo can

indeed bring conceptual facilitation for proofs of finitistically meaningful sentences as well

(i.e. ill sentences of P RA). As a Corollary we get the main theorem of this Chapter.

Theorem 2.9 I~l has a speed-up over P RA for variable-free sentences of P RA which is

not Kalmar-elementary.

Proof: Immediate from Lemma 2.4, Corollary 2.3 and the fact that ConpRA(2~) can be

formalized as a quantifier-free sentence of the language of P RA by the U"Sual replacement

of bounded quantifiers with their primitive recursive substitutes. QED.
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I~l

versus

We now want to show that RC Ao has at most polynomial speed-up over P RA.

In fact, we will show that with the proof system we chose the speed-up is at most linear.

The exact speed-up seems to depend on the particular proof system one uses, and for this

reason we must go into the details of proof systems. On the other hand these differences in

the speed-up can only be minor since the same method of proof that we will use with our

proof system can be used with minor modifications to show that for any other Hilbert-type

proof system the speed-up is at most quadratic.

To make our proof a little simpler we choose a Hilbert-style proof system slightly

different than the one which is most commonly used. It is more efficient than the stan-

dard one since it allows us to use the rule of universal generalization for several vari-

ables simultaneously and its axioms allow simultaneous instantiations of universal formu-

las by a sequence of terms. It is convenient to change our notation and use V'Xi.p(x) for

V'XIV'X2...V'Xki.p(Xl,X2,...,Xk) with the assumption x= Xl,X2,...,Xk. The logical axioms for

the proof system we use for !1::1 are:

(1) all tautologies (i.e. all first order formulas obtained from a tautology by re-

placing propositional letters with some first order formulas corresponding to each letter)j

(2) V'xa( x) -+ a,if( i), where each ti of t is is substitutable for x i in aj

(3) V'x(a -+ (3(x)) -+ (a -+ V'x{3(X)), where none of Xi of x is free in aj

(4) x = xi

(5) x = y -+ (a -+ a'), where a is atomic and a' is obtained from a by replacing

some free occurrences of x in a by y.
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the logical axioms of the proof system that we use for I~ 1 in the following way.

In the tautologies propositional letters can be replaced by the second order for-

mulas as well (i.e. formulas involving second order variables and second order quantifiers).

In the axioms of group 2 not only that a can be an arbitrary formula of the language of

RC Ao but we also have the second order version of this axiom, i.e.

VXa(X) -+ ag(Y)

where each Yi of Y is substitutable for Xi of X in CY.j note that besides the second order

variables we have no other second order terms. The axioms of group (3) are changed in

a similar way also adding versions with the sequence of second order universal quantifiers.

To the groups (4) and (5) for the first order logic we add the corresponding second order

additions:

x=x

x = y -+ (x E X -+ x E Y)

x y -+ (X = Z -+ y = Z)

x = y -+ (x E X -+ y E x:

In both theories we have as a rule of inference Modus Ponens (M F):

from a and a -+ {3 infer {3.

In I~l we have another rule of inference called Generalization (GEN):

from a(i) infer Via(i),

while in RCAo besides this rule which we will call the First Order Generalization Rule we

also have its second order version which we will call the Second Order Generalization Rule:

from i.p( X) infer V X i.p( X).

Proofs are sequences of formulas such that every formula of the sequence is either an axiom

or is obtained from some previous ones by one of the rules of inference. Note that we do not

require that axioms must be sentences and that we do not treat 3x as a primitive logical

symbol; it is rather an abbreviation for -,'\7'x-,.

Given an interpretation of the language of a formula <p in a theory T, an inter-

pretation of the formula <P(XI, ..., Xk) (where Xl, ...,Xk are exactly all free variables of <p
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in the alphabetical order) is usually defined to be the formula cpI == U(Xl) -+ (U(X2) -+

(..,(U(Xk) -+ CP*)...)j here cp* stands for the formula obtained from cp by replacing the pred-

icate letters of cp by the corresponding formulas given by the interpretation of the language

of cp and by relativizing quantifiers to the domain of interpretation U(x), respecting the

logical connectives. More precisely, cp* is defined by induction on the complexity of cp. If cp

is of the form (}l A (}2, (}l V (}2 or ,(), then cp* is (}i A (}2, (}i V (}2 or ,()* respectively. If () is of

the form VX(}l(X), then ()* is Vx(U(x) -+ (}i(x)) (see [3]).

In order to make our proof simpler, we will slightly change this definition of in-

terpretation. Given an interpretation of a language 1:, in a theory T, the new definition of

interpretation associates to each formula cp of 1:, a formula cpI for which it is easy to see that

it is equivalent to the standard interpretation cpI, but is more convenient for our purpose.

Definition 3.1 Let.c be a language, T a theory and 1 an interpretation of the language

.c in T. For each formula cp we define a formula r to be the formula I\i<k U( Xi) -+ cp#

where Xl, X2, ..., X k are exactly the free variables of cp# and where cp# is defined inductively

as follows:

1. if t.p is an atomic formula then t.p# is obtained in the same way as t.p*, by replacing

the predicate letters of t.p with the corresponding formulas given by the interpretation

of the language £: in T;

2. 

iftp is of the form 01 A02, 01V02 or -,0, then 0# is OfAOf, ofvof or -,of respectively.

3. 

iftp is of the form VxO(x) where 0 does not begin with a universal quantifier, then tp#

is VX(/\XiExU(Xi) -+ O#(x)).

Lemma 3.2 There is a natural number c such that the interpretation r of any logical

axiom r.p of RC Ao given by the interpretation of the language of RC Ao in the theory I~lfrom 

the Theorem 2.7, has a proof from the logical axioms of I~l of length bounded by clr.pl.

Proof: Assume if! (x, X) is a tautology; then if!I is of the form !\i<k}:::(Wi) -t if!*(x,w)

which is again a tautology; its length is linear in the length of if! because the number of

free variables of if! is bounded by the length of if!. If if! is an axiom of group 2 then either

its interpretation is again an axiom of group 2 in the case when the universal quantifier

is a number quantifier, or, if it is of the form V Xa(X) -t ag(Y), then its interpretation

is of the form !\WiEwyUWZ }:::(Wi) -t [VWX(!\WjEWX }:::(Wj) -t a#(wx)) -t a;ftx(wy)), where
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the sequence of variables wz corresponds exactly to all free second order variables Z of

a not among Y. But it is easy to see that this is a consequence of the axiom of type 2

VWX(!\WjEWX ~(Wj) -+ a#(wx)) -+ (!\WhEWy ~(Wk) -+ a#(wy)), with a proof of length

linear in IVXa(X) -+ ag(Y)I. In a similar way one can show that the claim holds for the

axioms of other groups as well. QED.

Definition 3.3 Let T be a theory; we call a sequence of formulas < /PI, ..., /Pn > a proof

of /Pn in T from the hypotheses OI,...,Om if < OI,...,Om,/PI"",/Pn > is a proofof/Pn in

TU{OI,...,Om}.

Lemma 3.4 There is a natural number d such that for any proof

p =< <PI, ...,<Pn > in RCAo there is a proofp in !}:::1 such that:

1. jjis of the form < ,<pf, ,<P{, , ,<P~-l' '<P~>' where all blocksbi are disjoint
~~ ~

bt ~ bn-l bn

and each block bi ends with the formula <,of.

2. 

If <Pi is an axiom of RC Ao (logical or one of the finitely many nonlogical ones) then

bi is a proof of rpf in I~l and Ibil ~ dl<pil.

3. If <Pi is obtained by the Modus Ponens from some <Pi and some <Pk which is of the

form <Pi -+ <Pi, (j, k < i), then bi is a proof of cp'f from the hypotheses cp'f and <pf, and

Ibil ~ dl<pkl.

4. Ifcpi is a formula of the form Vicpj(i, fi, Y) obtained by the First Order Generalization

Rule from the formula CPj( x, y, Y), or a formula of the form VX cpj(fi, X, Y) obtained

by the Second Order Generalization Rule from the formula cpj(fi, X, f), then bi is a

proofofcpf from the hypothesis cpJ and Ibil $ dlcpil.

Proof: From our proof it will be clear how to choose the number d. We proceed by induction

on the number of formulas in the proof p; case n = 0 is trivial. Assume that our claim holds

for all proofs with n formulas; let p =< <PI, ...,<Pn,<Pn+l > and denote < <PI, ...,<Pn, > by p'.

By our inductive hypothesis there is a proof P' =< , <PI, , , <Pn > satisfying 1-4.'-.,.-"' '
~ bn

Case 1. <Pn+l is an axiom. Then let p be the proof obtained by adding to the

proof P' block bn+l which is a proof of <P~+1 in !}:::1' Then if d is chosen larger than c from

the previous Lemma, Ibn-foll ~ dl<Pn+ll.
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Case 2. <Pn+l is obtained from some <Pi and <Pk of the form <Pi -+ <Pn+l. Let Xand 

Y be the sequences of all free second order variables of <Pi and <Pn+l respectively; let

Z be the sequence of all free second order variables that appear in either X or Y (thesetwo 

sequences can overlap). We assume that all sequences are arranged in the alphabeticalorder. 

Then <pf and <,of are respectively of the form

(3.1)(3.2)

1\ }:::(Wi) -+ t.pf(wx)
wiEwx

1\ }:::(Wi) -+ (t.pf(wx) -+ t.p~+l(WY))
wiEwzWe 

describe informally block bn+lo It starts with the tautology needed to derive

/\ }:::(Wi) -t <Pt(WX) (3.3)

WiEZ'

from formula 3.1 using one application of M P. After formula 3.3 a tautology follows neededto 

derive

( A E(Wi) -+ cpf(wx)) -+ ( A
---

E(Wi) -t <P~+l(WY»

(3.4 

)

1\ ~(Wi) -+ 1,i?~+l(WY)
wiEZ

which can be obtained by M P from the previous formula and formula 3.3. Then a couple offormulas 

follow needed to derive the following tautological consequence of the last formula:

A .wiEZ\Y

(

~(Wi)) -+ ( A }:::(Wi) -+ <P~+l(WY))
wiEwy

Let V = Z\Y; the next formula of bn+l is

'v'wv[( 1\ }:::(Wi)) -t ( 1\ }:::(Wi) -t tp!+l(WY))]

WiEV wiEwya.nd 

it can be obtained from the previous formula using one single application of the Gen-

~ralization Rule of our systeml, Let e be a code for the empty set in !}:::1; then there is

lThis is the point at which we need our Generalization rule that allows simultaneous quantification over;everal 
variables and our axioms which allow simultaneous treatment of several quantifiers. Without it, in

~he standard system, we would have to repeat applications of the Generalization Rule and axioms of type
~ and 3 several times depending on the number of variables of formulas involved. This is why we get onlyluadratic 

bound for the speed-up if we use the standard system. It is easy to see that the same technique;ives 
a linear bound if we write proof in the form of trees or if we have an extra rule of the form $, wherer 

is a sequence of closed terms.

WiEWZ WiEtiJz

from 3.2. After the formula 3.4 in bn+l we have
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a proof in lEI of E(e). Using an instance of an axiom of group 2 and an application of

Modus Ponens we can get

( /\ }:::(e)) -.( /\ }:::(Wi) -.<P~+l(WY))
WiEZ\Y wiEwy

In a few more steps, using only tautologies and M P, we can collapse all identical conjuncts

}:::( e) into one, add the proof of}:::( e) in I}::: 1 and get <P!:+1. Note that the number of formulas

in bn+l does not depend on particular formulas involved but only on the fact that bn+l was

obtained by Modus Ponens, and that the length of each formula in bn+l is bounded by

SI<Pkl, for a sufficiently large number s. Thus, if d is chosen large enough, Ibn+ll ~ dl<pkl.

Case 3: <Pn+l is obtained from some <Pi using one of the two generalization rules.

In this case the proof proceeds in a similar manner as in the previous case, using Gener-

alization Rule and axioms of the groups 2 and 3 to distribute quantifiers and subformulas

of the form }:::( Wi) in the appropriate way. We omit the details, which are easy to supply.

QED.

Theorem 3.5 RC Ao has at most a linear speed-up over !I::1 with respect to the arithmetical

formulas and with the above proof systems.

Proof: Assume p =< !PI, ...,<Pn > is a proof in RCAo of an arithmetical formula <P ~ <Pn

such that no proper subsequence of p is still a proof of <p. In the previous Lemma we defined

for each formula <Pi of p a block bi of formulas of ]}:::I such that Ibil ~ dl<pbil and such that

(i) if <Pi is an axiom or if it is obtained by either of our two Generalizations Rules,

then <Pbi is <Pi;

(ii) if <Pi is obtained by Modus Ponens from <Pj and <Pk = <Pj -+ <Pi, then <Pbi = <Pk.

0 bviously for any formula <P k of the form <P j -+ <Pi there is at most one application of Mod us

Ponens in which <Pk could have been used as the implicative premise of the this rule2. Thus,

any such formula <Pk could have been assigned to at most two blocks: <Pk could only be

<Pblc or <Pbi' for i as above. In both cases every formula of the proof p was associated to

at most two blocks, and for each block bi , Ibil ~ dl<pbil. This obviously implies that for

p=< bI,...,bn >, Ipl ~ 2dlpl. QED.

To get a similar result for W]( Lo versus RCA03 one could try to adapt Harring-

2This is not true of 'Pi, but this does not matter here.
3This we need in order to be able to give a philosophical argument about our understanding of the concept

of sets satisfying compactness principle similar to the one we gave on page 13 about our understanding the
concept of sets satisfying recursive comprehension.
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ton's forcing proof of the conservativity of W K L 0 over RC Ao for arithmetical sentences

such that the proof produces in fact an interpretation of W K Lo in RC Ao which does not

change the domain of numbers. We do know that W]( Lo is interpretable in RC Ao but with

a changed domain of numbers which prevents us from using it to get the corresponding lin-

ear speed-up result. This proof is based on a formalization of a proof-theoretic procedure

of Sieg's in I t).o + exp and a result of Friedman's relating interpretability with the cut-free

consistency of theories. We hope that an application of Boolean valued models will help

get the right kind of interpretation, but the work is still under way.
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We now turn to the consistency problem. As we noted in the Introduction, the

consistency of any of the theories we consider is not provable by purely finitistic means (we

again accept Tait's Thesis). In order to overcome this difficulty, one could accept more

powerful methods in consistency proofs as perhaps non-finitistic, but in some sense still

constructive: transfinite induction up to (.;141 applied only to primitive recursive predicates

suffices to prove the consistency of P RA (see [37], p. 116), while transfinite induction up to

go suffices to prove the consistency of P A. Unfortunately, the epistemological value of such

a consistency proof seems more doubtful than the value of a purely finitistic consistency

proof; transfinite induction is, after all, a transfinite method that does not seem justifiable

without a reference to some completed infinite totalities.

Another way out would be to accept more general forms of logical inference in

consistency proofs as legitimate. Hilbert himself took such a path in [16] with another aim:

obtaining a complete and consistent system of arithmetic, most likely in response to Godel's

First Incompleteness Theorem (see [5] for a detailed discussion). In this paper Hilbert added

to a standard form of the first order arithmetic Z an informal rule of the following form 1:

Restricted w-rule 2 If A( x) is a quantifier free formula for which the following is finitarily

shown: A(z) is a correct numerical formula for each particular numerical instance

z, then its universal generalization can be taken as a new premise in all further proofs.

lSee [5]; for the original formulation in German see [16], p. 491.
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He denoted this semi-formal system by Z* and went on to show certain completeness prop-

erties of Z* with respect to ill sentences.

As Feferman mentions in [5], the system Z* is not at all in the spirit of Hilbert's

original ideas: instead of having a precisely formalized system in which rules of inference

are purely combinatorially described, here a vaguely formulated rule of inference is used

within the system Z*. The vagueness is because the rule depends on what is accepted as a

finitistically valid proof.

Nevertheless, since the ultimate, finitistic consistency proof of any reasonably

strong theory is not possible, it is worth considering a rule of this sort as long as we can

make it precise and then find some justification for it. Thus, in the rest of this section we

consider various rules obtained from the Hilbert's informal rule by interpreting differently

what the word "finitarily" in its description means. We investigate grounds on which one

can justify such a rule and what the theories are whose consistency can be proven using it.

As we noted before, if a proposition of the above form is provable using only

finitistic means2, then, assuming Tait's Thesis, there is a proof p(x) in PRA of F(x).

This implies that all instances F(!!.) of F( x) have uniform proofs: there exists a finite

skeleton proof p( x) such that for each n, p(!!.) is a finitistic proof of F(!!.). (Here, of course,

the finiteness of the skeleton comes from the fact that the proof is formalizable in a first

order theory). One can argue that it is not necessary to require this uniformity. Perhaps

just having an effective, explicitly given construction3 producing for each individual n a

finitistic proof of F(!!.) would suffice to accept VxF( x) as finitistically proven on the basis

of an w-rule in which the only restriction to make it "finitary" is that the finitistic proofs

of each instance are produced using an effective construction. In particular, according to

this view, to prove the consistency of a theory T it would be enough to exhibit an effective

construction which produces for each n a finitistic proof of the fact that n does not code a

proof of an inconsistency in T (with the standard first order logic). The last claim seems

to be supported in the following quotation from Detlefsen [2]:

"In this section I would like to sketch an argument against the claim that G2
implies the failure of the Hilbert's Program for finding a finitistic consistency

2Here we assume that a finitist manipulates only numbers (actually token numbers like strokes). As noted
in [36], since the syntax of the first order language is primitive recursively encodable, to prove finitistically
that formulas or proofs of a primitive recursively axiomatized theory T have a (finitistically meaningful)
property amounts to proving finitistically that the primitive recursive predicate corresponding to that prop-
erty is true of the corresponding codes.

3This term is used in Tait [36]; Detlefsen [2] uses the term "manual" to denote the same thing.
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proof for the various theories of classical mathematics. The central claim of the
argument is that Con(T), the consistency formula shown to be unprovable by
G2, does not really 'express' consistency in the sense of that term germane to an
evaluation of Hilbert's Program. In order for a consistency formula to 'express'
consistency in the appropriate sense the quantifiers and operators in it must be
construed finitistically, and not classically, since it is the finitistic consistency of
a classical system that is at issue. But a finitistic interpretation of the universal
quantifier would seem to differ drastically from a classical interpretation of it,
as is clear from the following remark of Herbrand."

At this point Detlefsen gives the following quotation of Herbrand taken from Gold-farb's 

[12], pp. 288-9, footnote 5:

"...when we say that an argument (or theorem) is true for all (these) x,
we mean that, for each x taken by itself, it is possible to repeat the general
argument in question, which should be considered to be merely the prototype
of these particular arguments."

Then Detlefsen continues:

"And, again, he says that a proof of a universal claim is merely a description
or manual of operations which are to be executed in each particular case ([12],
pp. 49-51). This view of the universal quantifier would seem to sponsor the
following restricted ",,-rule: if I have an effective procedure P (i.e., a manual
of operations P) for showing of each individual n that' F(1J:..)' is finitistically
provable, then "v'xF(x)' is also finitistically provable. Indeed in a 1930 paper
([16], pp. 49-51.), Hilbert stated a rule something like this. And at that time it
was apparent to finitists that the rule did not give one the power to go beyond
the means of some methods that had already been accepted as finitistic ([12], p.
297). Now one would not, in general, want to add the abovementioned ",,-rule to
a scheme designed to serve as the finitistic proof theory of the classical theory
T, since that rule does not constitute a truth of the finitistic proof theory of the
classical T! Still, certain instances of the rule would seem to be called for; in
particular the one producing Con(T) from its instances. This addition made,
Con(Z) becomes provable in Zw. (= Z plus the above-mentioned instance of
the restricted ",,-rule)."

We now investigate the claims made above. They are essentially the following

ones.

Detlefsen's Claim 1 Since it does not constitute a truth of the finitistic proof theory of

the classical T, we cannot accept the following ~-rule: any formula of the form 'v'xF( x) can

be derived whenever we have an effective procedure for producing a finitistic proof of F(n.)

for each n.
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Detlefsen's Claim 2 Nevertheless, we can deduce Con(T) whenever we have an effective

procedure for producing a finitistic proof of oPr fT(~ 1-) for each n.

As Shoenfield [27] shows, using the rule mentioned in clajm 1, if we do not put any

restrictions on the complexity of F( x), any true formula of arithmetic becomes provable;

hence, it is hard to believe that one can find a finitistic justification for applying such a

rule. But I find Detlefsen's reason for refuting it unclear; for what does it mean that the

above rule "does not constitute a truth of the finitistic proof theory of the classical T'? If

we start with true axioms for T (meaning true on the natural numbers), then obviously the

above rule always yields true conclusions from these true premises. On the other hand, it

cannot be that we refuse it because it is not conservative over the standard first order logic,

since the rule accepted in the second claim is also not conservative. It seems to me that the

",,-rule from the first claim should be acceptable on the same grounds as the ",,-rule from

the second clajm as long as F(x) is a primitive recursive predicate. For it is hard to think

of any special property of oPr fT( x, 1.) that would justify an application of the ",,-rule on

it, and that is not shared by any other primitive recursive predicate.

We will now argue that the second claim is unacceptable as formulated, and point

out a modification of it that leads to a partial program which encompasses all the theories

we mentioned in the Introduction. We also show that under the same kind of restriction

the restricted ",,-rule mentioned in Claim 1 is indeed acceptable on the same grounds and

is actually of the same power as the restricted version of the ",,-rule from Clajm 2, as long

as consistency proofs are considered.

To refute the second clajm, consider, for example, the theory ZF and the following

explicitly given primitive recursive function f:

f( n) = the least code of a finitistic proof that n does not code a proof

of an inconsistency in ZF with the standard first order logic.

Assuming that ZF is consistent, for every sequence /Po, /Pt, ..., /Pk of formulas ofZF such that

/Pk is an inconsistency, one can find a formula /Pi in that sequence that is neither an axiom

of Z F nor is obtained from the previous ones using a first order rule of inference. For every

such sequence this fact itself has a "short" finitistic proof because Z F is primitive recursively
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axiomatized and so it is easy to verify that !.pi is not an axiom of ZF, while to show that !.pi

is not derived from some of the previous formulas one has to check only a couple of rules of

inference when applied only to some of !.po, ..., !.pi-I, Thus, f(x) is total and the jL-operator

in its definition can be bounded by a primitive recursive function. Consequently, f( x) is

primitive recursive itself, and it satisfies Detlefsen's requirement for proving the consistency

of Z F. But no finitist can take this as a satisfactory proof of the consistency of Z F because

he even cannot realize that the "manual" f indeed produces for each n the necessary proof:

in the above discussion we assumed that ZF is consistent. Hence, Detlefsen's second claim

is untenable as formulated. In order to accept the consistency of a theory T on grounds

that can be reasonably viewed as "close" to finitistic grounds, we have at least to be able

to give a finitistic proof that our "manual" indeed has the above property. This leads us to

introduce the following metadefinitions and to consider the following two questions.

Metadeiinition 2 We say that the consistency of a primitive recursively axiomatized the-

ory T is provable almost iinitistically if there exists a finitistically acceptable function f

of which it can befinitistically proven that for each natural number n, f(n) is a (Godel code

of a) finitistically acceptable proof that n is not a (code of a) proof of a contradiction from

the axioms of T with the standard first order logic.

Thus, one can see the consistency of such a theory as being derived from all the

instances oPr fT(lb 1.) using an {.,;-rule that is in certain sense finitistically warranted.

Question 4 What are the theories whose consistency can be proven almost finitistically?

There is no reason to restrict the above kind of !.I)-rule only to the consistency for-

mulas; with equal justification we can apply such a rule to any sentence of the form 'v'x<p(x),

for <p a primitive recursive formula, and so we introduce the following metadefinition.

Metadefinition 3 A sentence of the form 'v'x<p( x), where tp is primitive recursive4, is prov-

able almost finitistically if there exists a finitistically acceptable function f of which it

can be finitistically proven that for all n, f( n) is a finitistically acceptable proof of <p(11J.

Definition 4.1 We denote by S the set of all ill sentences which are provable almost

finitistically.

4Detlefsen does not explicitly impose this complexity restriction; nevertheless this restriction follows
from what Hilbert accepted as finitistically meaningful sentences and is present in Hilbert's paper [16] that
Detlefsen quotes.
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Again, one can see S as the set of all sentences provable using one application of a fini-

tistically warranted !.I)-rule. This rule can be seen as a strengthened combination of the

rules mentioned in [5]5, pages 212 and 213: not only do we restrict the complexity of the

formula on which the rule is applied and require that the fact "every instance of the formula

is finitistically provable" must be itself finitistically provable, but we also require that the

proofs of all these instances must be generated by a finitistically acceptable function. These

restrictions eliminate the vagueness from Hilbert's description of the informal !.I)-rule. We

can adjoin to this form of the !.I)-rule the standard first order logic to obtain a well defined

formal system. Further, the form of such an !.I) rule permits us to replace it with just the

set S of its conclusions and get a purely first order theory axiomatized by S.

Note that induction axioms of P RA can be written in the form 1/7(0) A (Vy < x)

(1/7(y) -..1/7(y + 1)) -+ (Vy ~ x)1/7(Y), for 1/7 a primitive recursive formula, which is itself

a primitive recursive formula. All other axioms of P RA obviously are primitive recursive

formulas. Since for any primitive recursive formula <pC x) provable in P RA with a proof

p(x), the function f(x) given by f(x) = rp(~)l satisfies the condition from the definition of

the set S, the following Lemma immediately follows.

Lemma 4.2 PRA ~ S.

Thus, S extends the standard finitist reasoning; we want to know if S is substan-

tially stronger than P RA in proving the consistency of theories.

Question 5 What are the theories whose consistency can be proven on the basis of S within

the standard first order reasoning?

In the next sections of this chapter we answer the above two questions and consider

some possible generalizations.

4.1

Theories whose consistency can be proved almost fini-

tistically

We now want to characterize theories whose consistency can be proven almost

finitistically. Tait's Thesis implies that one can give such a consistency proof for T if and

51 am grateful to professor Solomon Feferman for sending me this reference in a reply to my paper [18].
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only if there exists a function f defined by primitive recursion such that

PRA I- 'v'xPrfpRA(f(x), oPr fT(b 1.)1).

As is well known, using the standard cut-elimination procedure one can show

that the provably recursive functions in P RA are precisely functions definable by primitive

recursion (the procedure explicitly produces a definition of a primitive recursive function).

Thus we get

Metatheorem 2 Let T be a primitive recursively axiomatized theory, then the consistency

of T can be proved almost finitistically if and only if

oPr fT(~, 1-)1).PRA I- 'v'x3yPrfpRA(Y'

Thus, we introduce the following definition.

Definition 4.3 Gon(T) == 'v'x3yPr !PRA(Y, r oPr !T(~, .1)1).

It is easy to see that there are indeed theories whose consistency cannot be proven

finitistically, but can be proven almost finitisticallYj P RA is such an example. There are

much more powerful theories than P RA whose consistency can be proven almost finitisti-

cally but in order to show this we need further technical results.

Convention: 1 Throughout the rest of this chapter T denotes a consistent, primitive recur-

sively axiomatized theory whose axioms are presented in such a way that T provably extends

P RA, i.e. such that

PRA I- VX(AXPRA(X) ~ AXT(X)). (4.1)

Proposition 4.4 Let T be as above, then

(i)

(ii)

P RA ~ Con(T) +-+ (GOn(T) /\ Con(P RA))j

PRA ~ GOn(T) +-+ (Con(PRA) -+ Con(T)).

Proof: (i) We argue model-theoretically. Let M be an arbitrary model of P RA. We can

assume M 1= Con(P RA) since otherwise by 4.1, M 1= -,Con(T), and in this case (i) is

obviously true. Now, if M 1= Con(T) then M 1= -,Pr fT(!!' 1-) for all a E M and so by
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demonstrable}:::l completeness6 ofPRA, M 1= 3yPrfpRA(y,r-,PrfT(g.,.1)1), i.e. M 1=

Gon(T). On the other hand, if M 1= -,Con(T) then for some c EM, M 1= PrfT(£".1) and

so, as before, M 1= 3yPr fPRA(Y, r Pr fT(f., .L)l). Since by our assumption M 1= Con(P RA),

we have M 1= -,3yPrfPRA(Y, r-,PrfT(£.,.L)l). Thus M 1= -,Gon(T), which implies our

claim.

(ii) This follows directly from (i) and the fact that

PRA I- -,Con(PRA) -+ Gon(T). 0

Corollary 4.5 P RA f- con(P RA).

Combining this with Metatheorem 2 we get a proof of the fact that the consistency

of P RA is provable almost finitistically.

Well-known proof theoretic results about n 1 conservative extensions of P RA show

that there are serious theories whose consistency can be proved almost finitistically. The

most important example of such an extension is W]( Lo, which was shown by Sieg to be ll2

conservative over P RA (see Sieg's Theorem 5.7 of [28]). Since Sieg's methods are finitary,

his proof in fact shows how to define a primitive recursive function 9 such that

PRA r 'Vt.p E lll'Vp(PrfwKLo(p,t.p) -+ PrfpRA(9(p),t.p)).

(4.2)

Definition 4.6 (We adopt the terminology and notation of [6J, p. 683) We say that a

consistent theory T extending P RA is proof-theoretically reducible to P RA conservatively

for III sentences of P RA if for some primitive recursive function g( x)

PRA I- 'v'cp E lll'v'p(PrfT(p,cp) -+ PrfpRA(g(p),cp»j ( 4.3)

we denote this fact by

T :$ P RA[lll]'

Thus, 4.2 means that W]( Lo :S: P RA[lll], and so all we need in order to show

that the consistency of W]( Lo is provable almost finitistically is the following proposition.

Proposition 4.7 Whenever T is such that T ~ P RA[lllJ then the consistency of T is

provable almost finitistically.

6This means that whenever tp(i) is a I:1 formula, PRA I- Vi(tp(i) -+ ThmPRA(tp(i)); for more details
see Smorynski's [33], Proposition 6.22 on page 61. Smorynski denotes by P RA what we denote by 14,
nevertheless, since 1I:1 is (provably in PRA) ll2 conservative over PRA, his result also applies for PRA.
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Proof: Just take cp == 1., to get P RA f- Con(P RA) -+ Con(T), and so by Proposi-

tion 4.4(ii), P RA f- Gon"(T). QED.

Thus, we get the following corollary.

Corollary 4.8 The consistency of W [( Lo can be proven almost finitistically, and yet, one

can develop in it a great deal of the classical mathematics needed for empirical sciences.

Thus, finding theories in which a lot of standard mathematics can be done, and

whose consistency can be shown almost finitistically can be seen as a kind of a partial

program, derived from Detlefsen's proposal by further restriction of the w-rule that he

suggests.
To find an "upper limit" for the strength of the theories whose consistency is

provable almost finitistically, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.9 If the consistency of a theory T extending P RA is provable almost finitisti-

cally then T is proof-theoretically reducible to the theory P RA + Con(P RA), conservatively

for ill sentences ofF RA, i.e. T ~ (P RA + Con(P RA))[ill].

Proof: We have to show that there is a primitive recursive function h such that

PRA r Vt.p E lltVp(PrfT(p,t.p) -+ PrfPRA+Con(PRA)(h(p),t.p». (4.4)

We start by examining the proof of demonstrable E1-completeness of P RA (see for example

Theorem 6.22 of [33]).

Theorem 4.10 (Essentially Godel) Let i.p(x) be an arbitrary ~1 formula ofPRA; then

PRA f- Vi(cp(i) -+ ThmpRA(rcp(i)l)).

The proof of the above Theorem is by mathematical induction on the complexity of the

formula <p and is purely elementary and uniform in <po Thus, there is a primitive recursive

function s( x) such that

PRA I- Vip E ~lPrfpRA(S(ip), rVX(ip(X) -+ ThmpRA(rip(i)l)l)

because the mathematical induction on the complexity of the formula <p can be formalized

in P RA and so the above fact can be proved using an instance of the formal induction of

P RA on <po It is easy to see that the above implies

PRA I- VI.p E lllThmpRA(r-,ThmpRA(-'I.p) -+ I.pl). ( 4.5)
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Assume now that PRA r con(T) ie. that PRA r Con(PRA) -+ Con(T)j since obviously

P RA r \1'cp(ThmT( cp) /\ Con(T) -+ ,ThmT( ,cp» combining the last two facts we get

PRA I- V'1.p(ThmT(I.p) /\ Con(PRA) -+ -,ThmT(-'I.p)).

This clearly implies that

PRA I- Vcp(ThmpRA(rThmT(~ 1\ Con(PRA) -+ -,ThmT(::,p)l). ( 4.6)

Since by the demonstrable ~1 completeness

PRA I- 'Vcp(ThmT(cp) -+ ThmpRA(rThmT(~l)),

we get from 4.6 that

PRA ~ V<p(ThmT«p) -+ ThmpRA(rCon(PRA) -+ -,ThmT(-'<p)l)).

This, together with 4.5 implies

PRA I- Vip E lll(ThmT«p) -+ ThmpRA(rCon(P RA) -+ <pl)),

and so

PRA ~ V<p E lltVp3p'(PrfT(p,<p) -+ PrfPRA+Con(PRA) (p', <p»,

which for the similar reasons as before implies the claim of our Theorem. QED.

Corollary 4.11 If the consistency of T is provable almost finitistically and T I- Con(S),

then the consistency of S is also provable almost finitistically.

Proof: Since Con(S) is a ill sentence of PRA provable in T, by the previous Theorem

it is also provable in P RA + Con(P RA) and so P RA I- Con(P RA) -+ Con(S) which by

Proposition 4.4(ii) and Metatheorem 2 implies our claim.

Combining 4.7 and 4.9 we get:

{T: T::; P RA[ll}]} C {T: P RA I- Gon(T)} C {T: T ::; P RA + Con(P RA)[ll}]}.

Here both inclusions are proper; to see this for the first inclusion note that the property of

a theory of having an almost finitistic consistency proof is even weaker than the n 1 conser-

vativeness of T. Let for example tp be a Rosser sentence for P RA and let T be the theory

PRA + tp. Then we have (see for example [33]) PRA I- Con(PRA) -+ -,ThmpRA(-'tp),
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i.e. P RA I- Con(P RA) -t Con(P RA + <p), but P RA + <p is obviously not ill conservative

over P RA because P RA V <po Thus, the fact that the consistency of a theory T is provable

almost finitistically does not necessarily imply 4.27.

To see that the second implication is proper, just take T = PRA + Con(PRA).

Then T obviously belongs to the third set but not to the second: P RA I- GOn(P RA +

Con(PRA)) implies by 4.4(ii) PRA + Con(PRA) I- Con(PRA + Con(PRA)) which is

impossible by Gooel's Second Theorem.

Obviously, our characterization of the theories whose consistency can be proven

almost finitistically implies that the consistency of theories which contain stronger induction

than !}::;l induction (and consequently prove the consistency of P RA) is not provable almost

finitistically. This can be formulated in the form of a second incompleteness-type theorem.

Proposition 4.12 Let T be a consistent primitively recursively axiomatized theory provably

extending P RA. If T is strong enough to prove the consistency of the finitistic reasoning

about numbers, i.e. if T ~ Con(PRA), then T If CO'n"(T).

Proof: If the consistency of T is provable almost finitistically then P RA I-

Con(P RA) -+ Con(T)j thus, the a.ssumption that T proves Con(P RA) implies P RA I-

Con(T) which is impossible.

One can also show an analogue of the First Incompleteness Theorem, for a bit odd

provability predicate corresponding to GOn(T).

4.2 A bizarre provability predicate

Definition 4.13 Let T be as before, then ThmT«P) = -,con(T+ -'<p).

The proof of the following proposition is routine, and consequently we omit it.

Proposition 4.14

PRA I- ThmT(rf.Pl) +-+ ThmT(rf.Pl) t\ Con(PRA),

PRA I- ThmT(rf.Pl) -t ThmT(rf.Pl),

P RA If ThmT( r I{> 1) -t ThmT( r f.p 1);

7It would be interesting to see if there are mathematically significant theories whose consistency can be
almost finitistically proven, and which are not ill conservative over PRA.
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I- Con(T) -+ CO"n"(T),

If CO"n"(T) -+ Con(T)j

T"hmT(rtpl) ~ T I- tp,

(4.10)

(4.11)

( 4.12)

( 4.13)

(4.14)

( 4.15)

(4.16)

w 1= Gon(T) ~ T is consistent;

PRA It' ThmT(r<p1) , even for <P == Tj

PRA I- Gon(T) +-+ .,ThmT(l.)j

PRA I- ThmT+",(r1/;l) +-+ ThmT(r<p -+ 1/;1).

Despite having some unusual properties, :f7i"m"T( r <P 1) still behaves in many respects

as a provability predicate, as the following analogue of the First Incompleteness Theorem

shows.

Proposition 4.15 Let T be a theory as before and let <p be a sentence asserting its own

"bar-unprovability" in T, i.e.

P 

RA I- <p +-+ -,ThmT( r <p 1),

then T I- 'p if and only ifT I- ,Con(P RA), and T I- "p if and only ifT I- ,con(T). Thus,

if T is a true theory (i. e. (.,; 1= T), then T neither proves nor refutes 'p.

Proof: If T I- I.p then P RA I- ThmT( r I.p 1). Thus, since by 4.7 of the previous Proposition

and the definition of I.p we have

-,(ThmT(rrpl)!\ Con(PRA»

-,ThmT(rrpl) v -,Con(PRA),

cp +-+

+-+
(4.17)

we get P RA I- cp +-+ -,Con(P RA) and so T I- -,Con(P RA). Conversely, if T I- -,Con(P RA)

then from 4.7 T I- -,ThmT( r cp 1) and so T I- cpo

H T I- -cp then, from 4.7 T I- ThmT(rcpl) 1\ Con(PRA)j hence, since PRA I-

ThmT(r-cpl), we get T I- -,Con(T) 1\ Con(PRA) i. e. T I- -,cm(T). Conversely, if T I-

-,cm(T) then T I- -,Con(T) 1\ Con(PRA) and so T I- ThmT(rcpl) 1\ Con(PRA). Thus,

again by 4.7 we have T I- ThmT( r cp 1) and so T I- -'cp.

H T is a true theory then T If -,Con(PRA) and T If -,cm(T), since both state-

ments are false on (.,;. Thus T If cp and T If -'cp. QED.
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The proposition that would correspond to Lob's theorem, i. e.

T I- Tii"mT( r IfJ 1) -+ IfJ *=?- Ti-cp

is true for theories having enough strength to prove Con(P RA), since T I- Con(P RA)

implies T I- ThmT( r <P 1) +-+ ThmT( r <P 1), and so

T I- T1im"T( r cp 1) -+ cp ~ T I- ThmT( r cp 1) -+ cp ~ T I- cpo

For weaker theories this need not be true; moreover we have the following "ill

bar-soundness" of theories whose consistency can be proven almost finitistically.

Proposition 4.16 Let T be as before,. then the consistency of T is provable almost finitis-

tically if and only if for all ill sentences of P RA

( 4.18)PRA I- 'ThmT(rcpl) -+ cpo

Proof: One direction is obvious: assuming 4.18 just take tp = -L to get P RA I- GOn(T).

For the other one assume P RA I- GOn(T), i.e. P RA I- Con(P RA) -+ Con(T). By

demonstrable ~l completeness of P RA we have for all ill sentences of P RA that P RA I-

,tp -+ ThmT(r,tpl), and so PRA I- ,Thm(r,tpl) -+ tp. Thus,

P 

RA I- ThmT(rcpl) -+ ThmT( r <p 1)" Con(P RA)

ThmT(r<pl) " Con(T)

-,ThmT( r -'l.p 1)

QED.

cpo

Taking for <p a ill sentence independent of T (e.g. Con(T)) we get a counterex-

ample to the corresponding version of Lob's Theorem.

It is possible to show that ThmT has further properties resembling ones of the

standard provability predicate ThmTj for example some versions of derivability conditions,

formalized incompleteness theorems or formalized Lob's Theorem are true of it.

4.3 S and the consistency proofs

From Tait's Thesis it follows that the set S (of what we called almost finitisti-

cally provable sentences) consists of all the sentences of the form 'v'xrp(x), where rp(x) is
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primitive recursive, for which there exists a primitive recursive function f( x) such that

PRA f- VxPrfpRA(f(x), r<p(:}1jl).

One might wonder why the sentences <p satisfying the above condition cannot be

considered finitistically proved. If P RA f- VxPr fpRA(f( x), r <p(:}1jl), this does implies that

a finitist can realize that for every n there is a PRA proof of <p('!!..), and he can "read"

each of the individual proofs and obtain finitistic proofs for an arbitrary finite number

of numerical instances of <p( x), but he cannot know that every P RA proof corresponds

to a finitistically acceptable proof since he does not understand the general concept of a

finitary proof; informal finitary contentual derivations, even though he performs them, are

not objects of his considerations.

We want to show that the theories whose consistency can be proven on the basis8

of S are exactly theories whose consistency can be proven almost finitistically. By the

same argument as before, there is a primitive recursive function f such that P RA f-

VxPr fPRA(f( x), r <p(:}1jl) if and only if P RA f- Vx3yPr fPRA(Y, r <p(:}1jl), and so we introduce

Definition 4.17 Let <p be of the form 'v'xtfJ(x), where tfJ(x) is primitive recursive. Then9

AFThm(rcpl) == \lx3yPrfpRA(Y, rcp(;!:)l).

Thus, <p E S if and only if P RA I- AFThm( r <p 1).

Proposition 4.18 Let c,o be a ill sentence,. then

AFThm«p) H (Con(P RA) -+ <p).

Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.4. QED.

From Proposition 4.16, taking T = P RA, we get that for an arbitrary il I sentence

<p, P RA I- T'ii"mPRA( <p) -+ <Pi this, together with the previous proposition, implies that for

all ill sentences <P

PRA r- ThmPRA«P) -+ AFThm«p).

Also, just from the definitions, we have

f- Gon(T) H AFThm(Con(T)). (4.19)

To answer Question 5 on page 49 we first prove the following proposition.
8 Recall that by Lemma 4.2 PRA ~ s.
9 AFThm stands for" Almost Finitistic Theorem".
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Prop oBi tion 4.19 S and P RA + C on( P RA) have the same set of theorems.

Proof: Since by Corollary 4.5 PRA I- Gon(PRA), 4.19 implies

PRA I- AFThm(Con(PRA)). Thus, Con(PRA) E Sand so, since by Lemma 4.2 PRA ~ S,

we get P RA+Con(PRA) ~ S. Conversely, let cp E Sj then cp is ill and P RA I- AFThm(cp)j

thus, by Proposition 4.18 we have PRA I- AFThm(cp) -+ (Con(PRA) -+ cp), and so

PRA I- Con(PRA) -+ cpo Hence PRA + Con(PRA) I- cp, which shows that all sentences

from S are provable in P RA+ Con(PRA). Thus, PRA+ Con(PRA) and S have the same

set of theorems. QED.

Corollary 4.20 Let T be as before, then S ~ Con(T) if and only if the consistency of T

can be proven almost finitistically.

Proof: By the previous Proposition S I- Con(T) if and only if PRA + Con(PRA) I-

Con(T), which is the case if and only if P RA I- Gon(T). Now, our Corollary follows from

Metatheorem 2. QED.

Thus, if we restrict the (J)-rule from Detlefsen's first claim in the same manner

(and with the same justification) as we restricted the (J)-rule from Detlefsen's second claim,

it turns out that this, at first sight the stronger rule, does not provide us with more power

in proving consistency of theories than the previous one.

4.4 A generalization

One could argue that once we accept the above finitistically warranted ",-rule as a

means of proof closely related to the finitistic proof, then there is no reason why we could

not iterate it, i.e. use it to justify some stronger ",-rules. Thus, we could build a chain of

theories Si starting from P RA by adding to Si+l only those primitive recursive instances

of the ",-rule applied to only finitistically meaningful formulas that are already "warranted"

by Si.

Definition 4.21 Let SO = P RA, and let Si+l be the collection of all sentences of the form

Yx<p( x), for <p( x) primitive recursive, for which there exists a primitive recursive function

f(x) such that Si I- YxPrfsi(f(x), rcp(;!:')l). Then we set S(AI = UiE(AlSi.
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Note that the above definition allows us to remain committed to the same class of

sentences as meaningful, and the same class of functions as acceptable.

Now one could argue that the resulting theory S'" is quite close to the standard

finitistic reasoning, with an argument as follows. Assume S'" I- (J. To prove (J, a finitist

could start with some axioms of P RA and then add in stages some instances of the L.;-rule

mentioned in Definition 4.21, always justifying in the already obtained system any new

instance he wants to add. After finitely many steps, he gains enough power to prove 81°.

But what are the theories whose consistency is provable in S"'? As before, it is

easy to see that si ~ Si+1 and that P RA I- CQn"Si (Si). Thus, again using the fact that the

provably recursive functions of P RA are exactly the primitive recursive ones, we get that

for some primitive recursive function f(x), PRA I- PrfSi(f(x), r-,Prfsi(~,.l)l). Thus,

Con(Si) E Si+l. On the other hand, in a way similar to the proof of Proposition 4.19 it

is easy to see that for any ill sentence <p E Si+1, Si + Con(Si) I- <p. Hence, we have the

following theorem.

Theorem 4.22 Si+l and Si + Con(Si) have the same set of theorems.

This obviously implies that PRA I- Con(Si+l) -.Con(Si) and so for all i,j such

that i < j we have PRA I- Con(Si) -.Con(Sj). Thus we get the following Corollary.

Corollary 4.23 Si+l and P RA + Con(Si) have the same set of theorems.

Obviously in the theory Sill == UiEIIl Si one can prove consistency of more theories than in S,

but these theories do not seem to be mathematically much more interesting than theories

whose consistency is already provable in S: for example, even though Sill I- Con(I}:::l), the

10 After reading an early version of a paper of mine [18] on which this chapter is based, David Libert called

my attention to Feferman's paper [4]. In this paper he considers transfinite progressions of theories obtained
by addition of reflection principles with the purpose of bridging the gap between the r.e. theories for which
the incompleteness theorem holds and theories with non-constructive set of axioms (e.g. all true sentences of
arithmetic). One of them (2.16(iv)) is similar to the way the Si,s are built, except that the proofs need not
be produced by primitive recursive functions and that there are no complexity restrictions put on formulas
(i.e. we add to a theory A all formulas of the form Vxcp(x) for all cp such that A I- Vx3yPr!A(Y, rcp(:Jl)).
While the first restriction is inessential, the complexity restriction is important: without it, starting with
the P RA, in the very next step we get full P A (of course our complexity restriction is imposed by what we
accept as finitistically meaningful sentences). The iteration is transfinite along a path through Kleene's 0,
and the theory obtained as the union of all these iterations is the complete theory of the structure of natural
numbers. In [7] Feferman and Spector showed that there are paths through o (all IJl ones) along which
the same procedure as above gives a theory incomplete even for IIi sentences. A relevant reference is also
Rosser's paper [26] which, according to [5], contains the first published discussion of the "provable" ",-rule
with no restriction on the complexity of formulas.
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strength of induction available in a theory whose consistency is provable in S'" is below full

}:::2-induction. To show this we need the following Lemma.

Lemma 4.24 For any natural number n, IE2 I- Con(S")

Proal: We proceed by induction on n, using the following fact which is a conse-

quence of 1.6(ii) and 3.1 of Sieg's paper [28]:

I~2 ~ \lip E ~l(ThmpRA(cp) -+ TrEl(cp)). ( 4.20)

For n = 0 we have SO = PRA and so 4.20 implies (taking <p = .L) that I~2 I- Con(SO).

Assume I~2 I- Con(sn)j by the formalized deduction theorem, Corollary 4.23 and 4.20 we

have

[}:::21- Vip E }:::l(Thmsn+l(cp) -+ ThmpRA(Con(S") -t <p))

TrI:1(Con(S") -t <p))

(Con(S") -t TrI:l«p)),

and so by the inductive hypothesis I~2 I- V<p E ~l(Thmsn+l«p) -+ TrI:1«p)), which implies

I~2 I- Con(sn+l). QED.

Proposition 4.25 Let T be a theory extending P RA. If S'" I- Con(T) then there is an

instance of}:::2 induction which is not provable in T.

Proof: Assume S'-' I- Con(T) and that T I- I~2' Let k be such that Sk I- Con(T);

by the above Lemma T I- Con(Sk). We now use the following proposition known as

Kreisel's ill conservativeness theorem: for any ill sentence <p of P RA and any consistent

extension T of PRA, if T I- <p, then PRA + Con(T) I- <p 11. Thus, T I- Con(Sk) implies

P RA + Con(T) I- Con(Sk), and so since Sk I- Con(T) we get Sk I- Con(Sk) which is

impossible. QED.

Consequently, it seems that by adding the (..I-rules as above, we lose finitistic

grounds faster than we gain power in proving consistency of theories.

llTo prove this proposition we basically formalize Hilbert's argument from [15], page 474. Let tp be a ill
sentence and assume that T I- tp. This obviously implies PRA I- Thffi7'(tp). We now use the provable}:::l
completeness of PRA to get PRA I- -,tp -+ ThmPRA(-'tp), which together with the previous fact implies
P RA I- -,tp -+ -,Con(T). This implies P RA + Con(T) I- tp.
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In this Chapter we first sketch how to adapt Pudlak's original argument to show

that P RA is feasibly reducible to the finitistic area of evidence. We then prove the results

used in the Introduction to show that there are no mathematically important theories

which are feasibly reducible to the finitistic area of evidence, as well as that fWKLo has

appro.ximately the same growth rate as f lEi I.

Theorem 5.1 There is a polynomial P(x) with natural coefficients such that

PRA r Vx3y(lyl < P(x) II PrfpRA(Y' rConpRA(~)l)).

Sketch of the Proof: We first state the original Pudlak's result.

Theorem 5.2 (Pudllik, Theorem 5.5 of [23}) Let A be a schema of the form

Vyll>( <p(y, z))

where <p(y, z) is an arbitrary formula with free variables y and z, such that A is an axiom-

atization of a sequential theory2 of a language which contains only finitely many predicate

symbols. Then for some polynomial P( x) and every n E (.,; there is a proof from A of

ConA(R) whose length smaller than P(n).

While P RA is a sequential theory, it is neither on a finite language nor is it

ax.iomatized by a schema, since besides the schema of induction it also contains axioms for

primitive recursive definitions. Nevertheless, the conclusion of the above theorem holds for

P RA as well if we choose a suitable coding.
1 For the definitions see the Introduction.

2The reader should consult [23] for definitions and the details of the proof.
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Claim 9 Let the syntax of P RA be coded in such a way that there are at most n functional

symbols whose code has length at most n (we again assume that the syntax of P RA is coded

by the two letter alphabet {O, 1}). Then there is a polynomial P( x) such that for every nEw

there is a proof from PRA ofConpRA(R) whose length is smaller than P(n).

To prove the above claim, one has to make only minor changes in the original

Pudlcik's proof from [23]. First of all, in Lemma 5.1 of [23] we replace the atomic clause in

(1) with one that is a conjunction of the corresponding clauses for every functional symbol

whose code is of length at most n. Since by our assumption there are at most n such

functions, all lengths that Pudlcik estimates in the proof of Lemma 5.1 are still bounded

by a polynomial in n, and his proof goes through. Proofs of Lemmas 5.2 to 5.4 remain the

same. The proof of Theorem 5.5 is essentially the same, since we have only what Pudlcik

calls a sparse set of axioms besides the schema of .induction. This means that for each n

we have at most polynomially many in n a.xioms which are not instances of the induction

schema (axioms for the primitive recursive definitions). This is again a consequence of the

fact that for each n there are at most n functions whose code is of length at most n. Thus,

if we take the conjunction of all primitive recursive definitions for functions whose code is

at most n and the formula .8n of the proof of Theorem 5.5 we can use it instead of just .8n in

his proof. This increases the length of .8n only polynomially in n, and his proof is still valid

(this essentially follows from the remark on the bottom of page 189 of [23]). An inspection

of the proof of the above claim shows that it is purely proof-theoretical and uniform; thus

it is formalizable in P RA and we get a proof of Theorem 5.1.

We now turn to to the proof of the incompleteness theorem mentioned in the

introduction. We need the following result of Pudlcik.

Theorem 5.3 (Pudl6.k, Theorem 2.1. 01[24]) Let T contain Q, be consistent and finitely

axiomatizable. Let J be a cut in T. Then

TIj\fx(J(x) -+ -,PrfT(x,l.)).

We want to apply the above theorem to lEt which is not finitely axiomatized.

Nevertheless, lEt is interpretable in its fragment obtajned by restricting its language to

the language of Peano Arithmetic .cPA = {+,., <,O}. This fragment, which we denote by

lEi, is indeed finitely axiomatizable. To prove this fact we can use the method from the
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page 33; the only difference is that here we can use a simpler }:::1 truth predicate since we

do not have all primitive recursive functions in the language.

To interpret ]}:::1 in ]}:::i, we keep +,., S, $,0 and = the same and replace all other

primitive recursive functions by their ~y graphs. It is easy to see that for every primitive

recursive function f there is a ~y formula °1 of ]}:::i (thus on the language I:. P A), such that

I~l I- 'v'X\1'y(J(i) = y H 0j(i, y).

!}:::11- 'v'X(J(X) -+ -,PrfIE1(X,1.:=--Q)),

then, since under the interpretation I the L,PA part of the language remains the same,

I}:::~ I- 't/X(JI(X) -+ -,PrfIE1(x,1-=..Q))1

and since II::i (provably) extends II::1, the last formula would contradict Theorem 5.3,

applied to II::i. Thus, the same claim is true of II::1 even though it is not finitely axioma-

tizable.

Theorem 5.4 For any natural number n

I~l It'Vx3y(lyl < 2~ 1\ Pr !PRA(Y, rCOn[}:;l (~)l).

Proof: Assume the opposite, and let n be a natural number such that

!}:::11- Vx3y(lyl < 2~ /\ PrfpRA(Y' rConIE1(.:1:)1».

let J lEI be the cut defined in the proof of the Corollary 2.8, such that

!}:::1 f- VX(JIE1(X) -4 -,PrfpRA(x,L=-Q)).

Using Theorem 2.1(1) we first obtain a shortening I(x) of the cut JI:l(X) such that I(x) is

closed under + and. and consequently under any polynomial with natural coefficients. We

now apply Theorem 2.1(2) to get a shortening I( n(x) of the cut I(x) with the property

1~1 

I- (l{n(x) is a cut contained in I) 1\ V'x(l{n(x) -+ 1(2~».

easy to see that I~l proves the interpretation of all axioms of I~l' Thus, if there were a

cut J such that
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By Pudlak's Theorem 5.3 there exists a model A of II:: 1 containing in K n an A-proof p of a

contradiction from II::1, i.e. such that A 1= I( n(P) A Pr fII:l (p, 1-=-Q)3. Since we can check

in P RA the syntax of a sequence of formulas and determine whether it is a correct proof in

II::1, and since this can be done in polynomially many steps in the length of the sequence,

there is a proof p* E A of length polynomial in length of p, such that

A 1= PrfpRA(p., rPrfIE1(p,L=.Q)1)

Thus, for some polynomial P(x) with natural coefficients and some p' obtained from p* in

the obvious way we get

A 1= Pr fpRA(p', -,ConII:l(lpl)l) A Ip/! ~ P(lpl).

On the other hand, by our assumption, for some pEA,

A 1= Pr fPRA(p, rCOnII:l (Ipl)l) A 1151 < 2WI.

Since Kn(P) and Ipl < pimply I(n(lpl), and since IPI < 2!f1 then by the definition ofKn we

get that I(IPI).

Combining p' and p we can clearly get a proof p# of an inconsistency in P RA

whose length is polynomial in the lengths of p and p and so by our assumption about

closure properties of the cut 1, 1(lp#l) which is a contradiction since 1 is a shortening of K

and 1>:i1 ~ 'v'x(K(x) -+ ConpRA(x)). QED.

We now prove the other theorem we appealed to in the Introduction.

Theorem 5.5 There is a function gWKLo with a roughly hyperexponentialgrowth rate such

that

PRA I- 'Vx3y(lyl < f(x) /\ PrfPRA(Y, rconwKLo(:1;)l)).

Proof: By the result of Sieg's we mentioned on page 51 (Corollary 5.7 of [28]) there is a

primitive recursive function 9 such that

PRA I- V<pVp(ll2«P) -+ (PrfwKLo(P,<P) -+ PrfPRA(g(P),<p». (5.2)

Such 9 formalizes a proof transformation procedure that first eliminates cuts and then per-

forms some other proof transformations that do not increase lengths of proofs significantly

3The technique which consists of shortening a cut and then injecting an inconsistency in it is due to
Pudlakj see Corollary 4.4 of [24].
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comparing to the roughly hyperexponential growth rate of the cut-elimination procedure.

Thus, 9 is dominated by a monotone function h of roughly hyperexponential growth rate

and consequently we have

PRA I- 't/x(ConpRA(h(x)) -+ COnWKLo(X)).

As a consequence of Theorem 5.1 we have

P RA I- \fx3y(lyl < (h(x ))k A Pr !PRA(Y, COnpRA('.!i-:l))).

But from 5.2 we have that for a standard natural number c

PRA I- Pr!PRA(f., r'v'X(COnpRA(h(x)) -+ ConwKLo(x))l),

which obviously implies that there is a function f with a roughly hyperexponential growth

rate such that

PRA I- Vx3y(lyl < f(x) 1\ PrfpRA(y,ConWKLo(x))).

Since we have P RA C I~l C RC Ao C W K Lo, (and provably so in P RA for the

corresponding representation of the axioms of these theories) Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 imply

that flI:1, fRCAo and fWKLo all have a roughly superexponential growth rate.
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